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JOURNEY TOWARDS POTENTIAL
By Elizabeth Sharp
SHAPE Colorado President
What a great convention! I greatly
enjoyed getting to meet and talk
with so many of our great Colorado
teachers. I was also very honored to
take over the role as President of SHAPE Colorado. I
believe strongly in state associations and am proud to
have my name go down in history with SHAPE
Colorado. I have served on the SHAPE Colorado board
since 2011 and it has been a great journey thus

far. My goal this year is to continue to help SHAPE
Colorado reach its full potential. My theme for the
2015-2016 year is: Journey Towards Potential.
Journey: I think many times we forget to enjoy the
journey even though the journey is sometimes more
valuable than the destination. We are so bombarded
with assessments, curriculum lists, and standards that
we forget to help kids develop a love for learning (the
journey) as well as learning the skills. Hopefully you
are on a journey of lifelong learning. I know that my
see Journey on page 4

IN MEMORY...

Colorado has lost an outstanding teacher, coach,
athletic trainer, veteran, son, uncle, brother,
husband and father last month.

Joe Sisneros taught Physical Education at Adams
City High School (Adams14) in Commerce City, CO for
the past eighteen years. He served as P.E.
Department Chair, taught Swimming, Weight
Training and Team Sports classes. He served as Head
Girls & Boys Swim Coach, Head Girls & Boys
Powerlifting Coach, Girls and Boys Cross Country
Coach, Assistant Wrestling and Freshman Football
Coach. Joe also instructed staff members in First Aid
and CPR training classes.
Well known by his students, team members, staff
and colleagues as Coach “Si’S,” Joe earned Bachelor
Degrees in Physical Education, Business and

Industrial Arts from Western
State College; Master Degrees in
Education (emphasis in P.E.) and
Principal Certification from the
University of Phoenix; Master
Level Weight Training (ISSA);
Certified Athletic Trainer and U.S.
Military Veteran.
Joseph is survived by wife Tabitha and son Patrick
and was an inspiration to his students, parents,
colleagues, staff members, administration and the
entire Commerce City community for over eighteen
years. He will truly be missed but will always have a
place in our hearts and thoughts. Thank You Coach
Si’S for your wonderful sense of humor, friendship
and gentle spirit.

Upcoming Dates:
Jan 8: PD Grant Deadline
Jan 16: SHAPE Colorado
Board Meeting
Feb 1: Journal Deadline
Mar 7-9: National Speak
Out Day (Washington
D.C.)
April 5-9: SHAPE
America Convention
(Minneapolis)

Using the Interactive
Journal
The SHAPE CO Journal has
changed format to allow you
to better interact with the
material. Any text in blue is
a hyperlink and will lead you
to material on another page
or will link you to a website.
Enjoy interacting!!
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Apps in the Classroom

Technology is an ever-changing part
of today’s world. In the classroom, it is
important to be able to use technology
as well as be able to show students the
benefits of it. There are so many ways that educators can
use technology to assess student learning, gage where
they are at for the day and the lesson, as well as use tools
to model or demonstrate a task or movement.

assessment easy as well as free. Every part of this from
the app to the cards is free. Setting up the program and
class roster is very simple. Teachers use multiple choice
questions and post them on an over head or at station
and students pick their answer, hold it up so that the
teacher can scan the card, and the answer is
automatically recorded and saved for the teacher to see
when they are ready for it. Teachers can scan an entire
classroom with one swipe across the room. The answer
cards are all different so cheating is more of a challenge
for students if you are using these as a cognitive
assessment.

A great app that was talked about quite a bit at SHAPE
CO 2015 was Pickers. (lifeinspecialeducation.blogspot.com)
This app takes clickers for students and makes

Students like these because they are easy for them to
use as well. I have been using them in my classroom and
all of my students like it because it is less writing for

By Rachael Anderson
Future Professional

2015 Convention Numbers
By Patricia Morrison
SHAPE Colorado Executive Director
What a wonderful convention we
had!! Hats off to Renee DeBell our
incredible convention manager for a job
well done. Months upon months of
planning go into these 3 days of convention, and Renee
orchestrates all levels of convention like the pro she is.
Having a convention manager who is hard working,
positive and always has a smile on her face is delightful.
We have an amazing team of players on our board who
contribute at so many different levels. Chris Watts had a
vision for this event that continues to grow and move our

organization in a positive direction. It’s an honor to work
with all these great people.
We had 307 people attend convention this year. The
breakdown of registrants is as follows: Retired 3; Adapted
PE 11; Undergraduate 46; Graduate 7; Elementary 122;
Middle 61; High School 26; Dance 3; Health 4; Coaching 9;
Organization 15
89 Individuals received free SHAPE Membership by
hosting a Jump or Hoops event in the 2014-2015 year.
Congratulations to those teachers who go above and
beyond their daily teaching responsibilities to host these
events.
My wish as we move forward is that our membership
continues to spread the word to their fellow teachers
about the wonderful professional development that is
offered at our annual convention.

them.
You can use Plickers as an affective assessment/
attendance question in your classroom. That is how I
typically use them and I can see how my students are
doing today versus how they have been doing all week
which makes it easier for me to engage with my students
and check in with them to make sure they are all okay.
This was one of my favorite apps to hear about at
convention and I am glad that it is easy to use and
implement with students and it is easy to assess student
learning with this app. I would recommend this to all
teachers, no matter the content area! They are fun,
simple, and the app is easy to work with .
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Presidential Year
By Chris Watts
SHAPE Colorado
Past-President
About a year
ago as I was
thinking about my term as a future
president of SHAPE Colorado I was sitting
down trying to decide on what my
convention theme would be. After reading
a book written by James Owen called

“TRY”, I knew that had to be part of my
theme. TRY stood for being a person with 4
qualities: relentless, fearless, a visionary,
and resilient. I had quickly learned in the
profession that we had to make changes
because the typical roll out the ball sports
method was dying quickly. That is when I
decided that my theme would be “TRY for
Change.” This is a theme that I had been
living by since the day I stepped foot in the
classroom and did not even know it.
My first year teaching I presented to 70

classroom teachers at the middle school I
taught at, about the benefits of Brain
Bursts. It was a huge step, but only my first
step. I had a few teachers buy in, but not
all.
As time went by I realized how
important the brain and body connection
was. My nose was stuck in all the research
and books around it. “Spark” and “Brain
Rules” found a spot on my nightstand and
on my desk at work. I could not stop
reading!
As I began prepping for my speaker at
this year’s convention I knew they had to
revolve around the brain. I heard John
Ratey speak at the SHAPE America
Leadership conference, John Medina speak

at SHAPE America convention, and finally
Kim Bevill at a Jefferson County Physical
Education Professional Development. Kim
was one that stuck with me, her
enthusiasm was over the top for me and I
could not resist having her as the Keynote
for SHAPE Colorado 2015.
As convention planning went on my
brain was running with ideas. I heard
James Chamberlin, administrator of the
year from Frasier, speak at the awards
dinner about his “Don’t Walk in the
Hallway” initiative. I knew I had to take it
to my school. The Monday after
convention I walked in to my principal’s
office to talk with her about it. She fell in
love with the idea, and immediately had
me speak with the teachers of the school
about it at a faculty meeting. Every single
teacher at the meeting voted for the
initiative to be brought to our school, in
addition to doing a book study on the book
“Brain Rules” by John Medina. Now the
work begins for me, but it is so worth it for
the students of our school.
The reason I share this story with you is
that fact that we all have no idea the
impact that we can create until we try. I
could have never entered my principal’s
office for fear of rejection and failure. I did
not let that stop me and now I can leave
something at my school for generations to
come. We all must have a vision of what
we want to accomplish. Mine is having
students moving throughout the school
day to promote learning. Then we all must
be fearless, relentless, and resilient in that
vision. Dream big, my vision does not stop
at one elementary school, its nationwide.
But we all must take that first step and
continue using our passions for the change
we all know is needed!
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Salsa with
a Smile
At the 2015 SHAPE Colorado Convention, I
apprehensively walked into the session Salsa and Latin
Dancing. I had just made a major transition from a school
with minimum cultural diversity to a school with an
abundance of cultural diversity. I needed more resources
to reach out to my Hispanic population in my gym.
Joseph DeMars has been working in Denver Public
Schools for many years as a science teacher, and when
the opportunity came to teach dance, he applied.
Through connections with his students and the growth of
his program, Joseph was awarded the SHAPE Dance
Teacher of the Year, a well-deserved honor. The session
started with some background information, most of the

By Elizabeth Miner
Physical Education Teacher

steps we were learning were basic
so that we gained confidence so
we would want to learn more difficult steps. With a
smile on my face, I learned the Salsa, Merengue, and
Bachata. This learning process reminded me what my
students may feel like when they learn new skill;
apprehensive, nervous, and awkward. But Joseph taught
the basics first and had us apply what we learned and
eventually I was not apprehensive or nervous. Instead, I
felt confident and happy because I was enjoying myself
and I was learning something new. This session made me
reflect on my teaching of how my students may feel at
the beginning and how I would like them to feel in the
end, accomplished.

The state convention always offers great
new ideas and motivates me to be a
better teacher. One tool that I gained
from the convention was an app called Voxer. I had
recently been told about Voxer and was a little
interested, but did not really look further into it. At first, I
was not able to come up with a way to get the app on my
iPad. I ran into Lynn Burrows and she was able to use
Voxer to ask how to get the app on an IPad. Just a couple
of minutes later, we had an answer. I still was not sure
how much I would use it, but wanted to check it out. On
my drive home from convention, I learned how
valuable Voxer is. I was trying to figure out how I

journey is not yet finished. I learn so much from my
students as they work through their own journeys, I learn
so much from the teachers in my district that I work with,
and I learn and grow from interacting with you at
convention.
Potential: We all have it, we all want to reach it…. but
there are many excuses that can get in the way of it. Time.
Stress. Money. Health. People do not reach their full
potential because of a variety of obstacles. How many of
our kids will not reach their full potential because of their
health? I love that Kim Bevill at convention talked about
how fit kids achieve better on standardized tests. That is a
fact. The research is out there. We all love our students or
we wouldn’t be in this profession, but we need to help
them reach their full potential. The same with our
colleagues, our principals, and our community around us.
We need to help create a nation of movers so that we can
all have a better chance of reaching our full potential.
This year, I want to focus on my corner of the world. I
want to help my students enjoy their journey and reach
their full potential. I would love to hear stories of your
journeys and how you are helping others (and yourself)
reach your full potential.

Voxer
By Jacob Royster
Physical Education Teacher, Lincoln
Elementary School

continued from Journey on page 1

could create an American Ninja Warrior Course rather
than an obstacle course. I then hear Lynn Burrows (on
Voxer) ask about ideas for an American Ninja Warrior
course. It was like she was reading my mind. I then
listened to ideas from PE teachers from all over. I used
these ideas to create an amazing American Ninja Warrior
course in my classroom. The Voxer gives us Physical
Educators a way to use each other as a resource. Voxer is
basically a group walkie-talkie app. You just push a
button to talk and you can listen to the conversations
whenever you want. You can also upload pictures of
what you are doing at your gym or watch video clips. As I
have talked to so many other people at convention, I
realized we come to convention to be together and share
our knowledge. The most valuable resource to have is
not technology, but access to other great PE teachers
and their experiences.

There were so many good ideas at convention this year
and I can’t wait to start putting some of those ideas to
work for me and my students. I am excited about my new
journey as your SHAPE Colorado President. Journey
Towards Potential. How can I help you as we journey
together this year? Thank you for this opportunity to serve
as your president of SHAPE Colorado.
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Fresh Ideas from
Convention
By Lynn Burrows
Physical Education
Teacher

Every year at SHAPE
Colorado I leave inspired by the
achievements, ideas, and enthusiasm of
the professionals who make up our
organization. These fresh ideas and
inspiration
enriches
my
teaching,
ultimately making me a better educator
and improving the quality physical
education experience for my students. This
year, I learned valuable dribbling and foot
juggling skill cues from Leann Hepburn. I
learned a great variation on pushup
hockey from Sue Wright where students
attempt passes back and forth with a ball
while maintaining a push up position. From
Sandy Thies I learned new innovative
cooperative activities.
Since the conference, I have been
determining how to best add these
practices into what I do now. Professional
development has this impact on me,
whether it be online or at a conference.
First, I learn a new idea or activity, and
then I decide how to fit it in with my own
practices. Sometimes I have to try the new
concept a few times, reconfiguring it
before it becomes part of my own
practice. I believe this change process is

how we improve our teaching and grow as
physical educators.
Interestingly,
at
professional
development opportunities the biggest
growth for me personally occurs in the
“space in-between.” I get really excited
about the conversations I have with other
physical education professionals. I learn
from listening to ideas from the person
participating next to me. When the
professional besides me shares their take
on the concept or activity being presented,
I gain greater understanding. I also benefit
from the collaboration that continues on
after the conference. Often these short
conversations are the building blocks
toward long-term friendships. I love these
conversations when we build off one
another’s ideas. Like when Bill Feely told
me how he planned to adapt an activity to
fit his unique teaching situation. His
reflection then gave me a notion of how I
might then modify his idea to fit my
students’ needs.
Perhaps my greatest “ah ha” moment at
SHAPE Colorado came from attending the
legislator panel. I was impressed by how
candid and articulate our Colorado
physical educators were when sharing
strengths and concerns regarding the state
of physical education within their districts.
We were joined by two prestigious
members of the State Board of Education
who recently fought to keep the Healthy
see Fresh Ideas on page 6

Applying What I Learned
From Convention
By Debbie Luithly
Physical Education
Teacher

Each convention year
my
awe
of
our
profession is renewed. We have so many
dedicated individuals who never cease to
teach us something new, be it something
we can use in our gym or personally.
Convention always inspires me to be a
better teacher. I have attended so many
great sessions from dancing to technology
and brain learning to many PE activities/
games that our students love.
One of the sessions this year that made
an immediate impact on my teaching was
“Kicked out of the Gym 2.0” by Tia Ziegler
and Derek Rodriguez. The very next week
after the convention, we had risers set up
in the gym for a music showcase and it
was raining outside. I pulled out my notes
from Kicked out of the Gym 2.0. My
classes are normally 30 minutes in length
so I chose to do three activities from this
session. The Train Dance was the first one
that I taught. I changed it up a bit to fit my
third through fifth grade students. Four
students form a train. There were three
commands that I gave them.
The
commands that I used were Change (front

person goes to the back), Reverse (front
becomes back), and Loose Caboose
(student at the end of the train lets go and
must attach to a different train).
The next activity I did was 6 Cone
Fitness. Six cones that were numbered
were placed in the area. Students move as
teams. The original directions were to
have the students jog. I, instead, had the
students do animal movements such as
frog jumps, bear walks, and crab walks. I
rolled a die and whatever number the die
landed on, that numbered group did not
have to do the fitness activity that I called
out.
The last activity that we did was called
Wax Museum. To play Wax Museum, pick
three curators and everyone else become
wax figures. Curators walk around and
move wax figures into a variety of poses.
Wax figures can then move by themselves
but if curator sees them they must sit
down. Tia and Derek said this activity
would calm the students down. They
were right. This is a great activity to do in
the classroom. I have a long list of
activities from this session that will be
used on another day of being unable to
use the gym during inclement weather.

Hantis
My favorite aspect of convention is
networking. There is no better feeling
than leaving a convention with new ideas
that you can use the following week. This
year, I challenged myself to share an
activity that my middle school students
love. The game is called Hantis. At the
beginning of the session, everyone was
curious about how they were going to use
tennis balls and tables. By the end of the
session, I had people begging for more
time to play the game.
I first saw Hantis seven years ago at the
MOAHPHERD convention. At the time I
didn’t think anything of it because I was
an undergrad student. I just walked away
from it thinking that was fun. In my
second year as a middle school PE
teacher, I decided to introduce new
activities that my students have never
seen before. I liked Hantis because it’s an
inexpensive sport. I had plenty of tennis
balls and a dozen plastic tables. It was
successful because it was new and
challenging. In 2014, I saw a PE teacher
present Hantis at the KAHPERD
convention. I was excited because I
already knew the game. He presented a
flawless progression of skills that I had not
considered. I adapted his progression and
saw immediate success in skills for all of
my students, not just the athletic
students. I knew I had to share Hantis at
the SHAPE Colorado convention.
Hantis is essentially hand tennis combined
with four square. You can also play the
competitive version of the game, which is
like doubles tennis. I have the
students make all sorts of
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By Kristin Gilmore
Physical Education Teacher,
Kearney Middle School

connections to other sports and sport
related skills. I emphasized hand-eye
coordination,
communication
and
offensive vs. defensive strategy. My
progression of skills starts on the floor
with the tennis balls. We work on
individual hits then hits with a partner
while practicing the serve. From there we
progress to one table, two tables, and
then four tables. With a dozen tables I
keep a class of 40 students actively
engaged the entire class. This year I have
had so many students beg me to start an
after school Hantis Club. I’m excited to get
that started for my students. They are
under the impression that after the club
starts we can travel to other schools to

continued from Fresh Ideas on page 5

compete. In the mind of a kid it is that
simple. I am hoping that this awesome
game spreads. You must check out the
website. There are videos and a few free
resources. There are many videos on
YouTube that I show my students to spark
interest. Feel free to contact me if you
need more details on my skill progression
and gameplay.
kgilmore@adams14.org

Kids Colorado Survey intact and State
Representative Rhonda Fields, one of
our true healthy and active living
champions who sit on the state's
Education Committee. They reminded us
each to continue to contact them and
other policy makers with our stories,
concerns, and more importantly with
our solutions in order to keep our
mission on the forefront. During this
session, I was most impressed by Kayla
McGannon who is our SHAPE Colorado
lobbyist. Her depth of knowledge and
passion for physical education left me
feeling that when it comes to physical
education and the state capital, we are
in good hands. Kayla is working hard to
be sure each of our students are give the
opportunity
to
develop
physical
literacy and that this
effort is supported by
policy makers at the
capital.
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American Heart Association News

Colorado funds $2.5 million for
Safe Routes to School
By American Heart Association News

Hello SHAPE CO Members and Educators,
It was so great to see all of you at convention a few weeks ago. I hope you had as
much fun as I did, and learned something new and exciting to take back to your
students.
Time is running out to register for a Jump Rope for Heart / Hoops for Heart event.
Contact me and I’ll get you set up with your local American Heart Association
representative that will help you every step of the way. No matter what program you choose, your
efforts will have an immense impact on your school, your students’ lives, and the lives affected by
heart disease.
Your school will also benefit from participating by earning US Games certificates that can be used
to purchase equipment for your classroom. Funds raised directly benefit SHAPE Colorado through a
joint partnership with the American Heart Association. Funds raised go towards providing a great
SHAPE Colorado convention, sponsoring regional district workshops, providing grants, and many
other SHAPE Colorado projects and expenses.
Don’t forget! Jump Rope and Hoops for Heart Coordinators also receive free SHAPE
Colorado Membership if you attend convention!
Tip of the Month: Ask for help
Ask for help! Parents, administration, fellow teachers, and even students can help
make your life easier during your event. Classroom parents can help you plan and
execute your event, administration and fellow
teachers can assist you with everything from
handing out prizes, teaching lesson plans that have to do with the
heart, or even getting in on the action during your event! Finally,
use your students! They can be a big help by putting up posters,
creating a heart wall for your gym and more. Last year I had a
student group that met with me once a week during lunch to help
me with whatever I needed, and it made a big difference.
In the end asking for a little help during your event this year can
really go a long way. The more people that get invested and
involved in your event, the more successful it will be!
Feel free to contact me if you have any questions about Jump
Rope and Hoops for Heart! Jason.Mondragon@du.edu

More sidewalks and bike lanes are being added to lower-income
Colorado communities after the state recently approved $2.5 million in funding for the Safe Routes to School program for the 20152016 school year. Only one in four Colorado youths get the recommended 60 minutes of physical activity each day, according to 2009
data from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
Barb Parnell, Ph.D., is the community coordinator for LiveWell
Northwest Colorado and is working with one of the school districts
that received funding. “It wasn’t safe to walk to schools across the
main roads,” Parnell said. “Now that [the students] have sidewalks
and crosswalks on the main highway, it is safe.”

Sincerely, Jason Mondragon
Meet your AHA team (L to R) Elizabeth Tomlin, Elizabeth Winn, Morgan
June, Alison Stafford, Janeen McDonald, Beth Ortiz, Kendal Banks

Safe Routes to School is a national program established by Congress in 2005.
Since then, nearly 18,000 schools in all
50 states and the District of Columbia
have participated in the program, reaching more than 6.8 million students nationwide, according to a 2015 report
from the National Center for Safe Routes
to School.
Parnell educates parents about the benefits of letting children walk to school:
better classroom behavior, more focused
attitudes and safety skills. Children also
learn how to navigate sidewalks, crosswalks and ramps.

Kaden’s Story
My name is Lisa Livesay and I am a
fourth grade teacher at Peiffer
Elementary. My son, Kaden, was
born with a rare, but serious heart
defect called Truncus Arteriosus,
which left him without a pulmonary
artery and a badly damaged aortic
valve. At 6 days old, he went
through his first open heart
surgery. Because of the severity of
the damage, doctors and surgeons
prepped us to say goodbye to our
sweet baby. However, Kaden was

able to survive and fight.
Six months later, his heart failed again and he went
through his second and third open heart surgery to
replace the aortic valve with a mechanical valve. This
was extremely risky, as history showed it has not been
done successfully with infants. Once again, Kaden
prevailed and overcame the odds. Although it is
guaranteed he will have to have further open heart
surgeries, he thrives as a healthy, feisty and adorable 21
month old who steals the heart of anyone he meets. He
is alive today because of the available technology,
advances in medicine, and well-trained doctors and
surgeons who took a risk on him.
Last February, our P.E. teacher at Peiffer approached
me with the idea of having Kaden be our school "Heart
Hero" for Jump Rope for Heart. The response we had
from the school community was amazing! Not only did
we raise funds for the American Heart Association,
students were inspired by Kaden's story of strength and
courage. It gave them a tangible reason to collect
donations and know the lives that would be saved
because of it.
Congenital Heart Defects (or CHDs) occur 1 in 100
births, are the number one birth defect and are the
leading cause in infant deaths in our nation. Yet,
research to help find cures is severely underfunded. The
American Heart Association and Jump Rope for Heart
have been such a support to my family and have given
me hope that more research may lead to advances in
medicine where, one day, my son may not have to return
to the operating room.
The AHA funds more pediatric heart research in the
United States than any other organization outside of the
federal government. Last year alone, they invested close
to $16 million specifically towards pediatric heart
research. Since he was born, my hope has always been
that Kaden's story would be an inspiration to others in
some way. I hope he has inspired you, as well.
Please consider joining our family and millions of
others by supporting the American Heart Association at
your school. Thank you for taking the time to read this
and know, as a proud mama, I am always willing to speak
with you further.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Lisa Livesay, 4th Grade Teacher, Peiffer Elementary
llivesay@jeffco.k12.co.us
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Another Great
Convention
By John Miller
Physical Education Teacher,
I have attended many conferences in
my short time as a teacher. I enjoy
being able to talk with experts in the field and learn
new and wonderful ideas to bring back to my gym. I
feel conferences are a as a way to recharge my
teaching batteries and gain inspiration for another
year of teaching.
This year’s SHAPE CO conference was no exception
to the quality and quantity of sessions I expected. I
especially liked new games that could be utilized with
little to no cost. Hantis and Koob were some of my
favorites. I am now working on creating my own
personal Koob sets. It is a great way for students to
develop skills and strategize.
Hantis was another awesome game and I already
have the equipment to play (tables and tennis balls!).
These games, I feel will energize students as wells as
help them learn in the cognitive domain. If you missed
a session or would like more information from what
you saw, our website has most of the handouts for
you to download at http://www.shapeco.org/
convention-handouts.html. Our site also contains links
to many different resources and organizations to help
you connect and build your quality physical education
program!
I thoroughly enjoyed what this conference had to
offer and am excited for next year in Colorado Springs!
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Colorado Adapted
Physical Education News
By Bryan Wickoren
Adapted Physical
Education Teacher,
Jeffco District
TRY
for
CHANGE
“Relentless,
Visionary,
Fearless
&
Resilient” was the theme of the 2015
SHAPE Colorado Convention. A great
question to ask yourself with all the
changes that are occurring in the field of
education, with teacher evaluations,
providing a developmentally appropriate
physical education curriculum for ALL
students
using
the
Colorado

Comprehensive Health and Physical
Education standards to support the
academic achievement of ALL students in
Colorado through evidence outcomes and
readiness competencies.
After four years of conversations and
discussions, trying to secure the
distinguished Dr. Lauren Lieberman as a
presenter at the SHAPE Colorado
Convention, this year it finally came to
be!
Dr. Lieberman’s pre con session on;
Physical Education and Sports for Children
and Youth with Visual Impairments and
Deafblindness. was well attended with

more than 100 plus physical education
teachers, adapted physical education
teachers (APEs), teachers of students with
visual
impairments (TVIs)
certified
orientation
and
mobility
specialist
(COMSs), physical therapists (PTs),
occupational therapists (OTs), school staff
working directly with students with visual
impairments and parents of school age
students with visual impairments. Her
topics focused on school age children with
visual impairments and deafblindness; 1)
What is Adapted Physical Education?, 2)
Assessments for children with visual
impairments, 3) Appropriate programming
for physical education and physical activity
including training support staff, 4)
Instructional strategies for motor skills,
fitness, sports, and recreation, 5)
Resources such as videos, products,
equipment, web sites and summer camps,
and 6) Advocacy strategies.
Dr.
Lieberman’s two sessions on
Friday focused on Inclusion
Strategies for Elementary and
Secondary
Age
Students:
Universal Design for Learning.
We are grateful for Dr.
Lieberman to be a part of this
year's
SHAPE
Colorado
Convention to share her wealth
of knowledge and experiences
to the professional educators in
Colorado!
Since her visit to Colorado,
HBO had a story on Dr. Lauren
Lieberman's and her Camp
Abilities
program.
http://
www.hbo.com/real-sports-with
-bryant-gumbel/
episodes/0/223-episode/video/
ep-223-full-segment-fields-of-

vision.html?autoplay=true
The opportunity to have Dr. Lieberman
present at the 2015 SHAPE Colorado
Convention was a wonderful working
partnership between Jayne Dougherty,
Colorado Department of Education Exceptional Student Services and Jim
Olson, Ex Officio Trustee - American
Printing House for the Blind. A THANK
YOU to Jayne and Jim for all their extensive
work behind the scenes for making this
happen!
At the state level for Adapted Physical
Education the Colorado Department of
Education Adapted Physical Education
Advisory Council has several projects that
it is working on; the CDE Comprehensive
Health & Physical Education Side-by-Side
Tool to provide support for teachers and
related service providers as they design
appropriate
individualized
education
programs for students, including students
with a significant cognitive disability, and
align the students' goals and objectives to
the enrolled grade level Colorado
Academic
Standards
whenever
appropriate, Adapted Physical Education
Teaching
Licensure/endorsement
for
Colorado educators, (What is the
implication of this?), CDE Adapted Physical
Education Guidelines for Public Schools
Manual (revisions), CDE Adapted Physical
Education tri-fold brochure (English and
Spanish versions), and CDE Adapted
Physical Education webinar in January for
the Principles for Principals webinar series.
Finally, CONGRATULATIONS are in order
for the 2015 SHAPE Colorado Adapted
Teacher of the Year – Kelly Kennedy!
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Submission
Guidelines
Would you like to submit an article, lesson plan or
story to the next issue of the SHAPE CO Newsletter?
The submission deadline for the next issue will be
February 1st.
The SHAPE CO Newsletter will be published four
times per year. We would like to invite and encourage
all of our members to submit contributions for other
professionals to view. Articles may be research based
(please use proper citations), be program success
stories, or be lesson plans that you would like to share
with your colleagues. Action pictures or diagrams that
go along with your article are always appreciated. All
articles will be reviewed by a panel of editors. Authors
should indicate in their cover letter if they want the
manuscript refereed (blind review) rather than editorreviewed.

Visit SHAPE Colorado
on Facebook

Average word count for an article is between 300400 words, not to exceed 1000 words. If you have a
longer article it may be divided up in parts between
issues. Submit a head shot with your submissions with
correct spelling of your name so that we can recognize
you for your contribution. Please submit online at
http://www.shapeco.org/journal-archives.html
Email any questions to Aaron
shapecolorado.news@gmail.com

Ford

at
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CONVENTION EDITION
The SHAPE Colorado Board makes quality
content for convention a very high priority
and this year is no exception.
2015
convention kicks off on Thursday October
15 with a dynamic Pre-Convention line up
including:
Teacher of the Year presentations for
Elementary, Secondary and Dance

Convention Highlights

Volume 41

BOKS New Trainer Training
Colorado Physical Education Cadre
TECH II Workshop
Physical
Education
and
Sports
for
Children
and
Youth with Visual
Impairments and
Deafblindness.
Fitness
Brain

and the

Future Professional
Workshop

Development

General convention kicks off on Friday,
October 16 at 8am. Convention attendees
have the opportunity to participate in their
choice of 83 fantastic sessions over a two
day time span as well as the dynamic
keynote speaker presentation by Kim Bevill
on Friday morning. The Thursday night
casino social and Friday night awards
reception provide ample time for socializing
and celebration.
The 2015 SHAPE Colorado
Convention is being held at the
Marriot Denver Westminster
on Highway 36 & Church
Ranch Boulevard. Convention
registration is currently open.
More details about convention
can be found at http://
www.shapeco.org/convention

Upcoming Dates:
Oct 15-17: SHAPE
Colorado Annual
Convention
(Westminster)
Nov 1: SHAPE Journal
Deadline
Nov 14: SHAPE Colorado
Board Meeting
(Westminster)

Using the Interactive
Journal
The SHAPE CO Journal has
changed format to allow you
to better interact with the
material. Any text in blue is
a hyperlink and will lead you
to material on another page
or will link you to a website.
Enjoy interacting!!
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2015 Convention Highlights
Are You Feeling Lucky?
Join the SHAPE Colorado Board for an evening of
gaming and entertainment! Try your hand at
black jack, poker, roulette or craps. The Thursday
evening social will kick off with an Exhibitor Expo
and welcome from 4-6pm in the foyer space.
Take this opportunity to get your first look at our
awesome exhibitors and collect the stamps for the
Exhibitor Passport contest. The Super Stars competition will start at 5:30pm in the Marriott Ballroom, Salon C. This is a great chance to get your
blood pumping with some physical activity. Super
Stars encourages healthy competition between
teams of 4 people and the winning team gets
bragging rights, a trophy and prizes! The party
concludes with a FREE casino and gaming event in
the Marriott Ballroom, Salons A&B from 7-10pm.
You know what all of these things have in common? PRIZES!! Our generous exhibitors and community supporters have graciously provided prizes
and we will be giving away prizes for exhibitor
passport visitations, casino high roller and winning
Super Stars team. Don’t miss out on the Thursday
Night Fun!!!

Why Visit the Exhibitors at
Convention?
Please take the time to visit
our fantastic exhibitors at
convention. Many
of our
exhibitors offer special deals and
discounts specifically for SHAPE
Colorado
members
during
convention.
These wonderful
exhibitors share the like-minded
values of health and movement
for Colorado schoolchildren and
make convention possible each
year.
2015 boasts the return of the
‘Exhibitor Passport’ contest.
Participants who visit each of our
exhibitors and turn in their
completed form will be entered
to win “exhibitor cash” given

away
by
SHAPE
COLORADO.
The following
denominations will be awarded to
the lucky winners; $250, $150
and $100. The winner selects the
exhibitor and SHAPE COLORADO
will issue payment to the
exhibitor.
Here’s a partial list of
exhibitors
for
the
2015
Convention:

SPARK (Signature Sponsor for
our Thursday Night Social)
American Heart Association
Brax Fundraising
Western Dairy

University of Northern
Colorado – Extended Studies
Interactive Health
Technologies
US Games
Human Kinetics
USTA Colorado
The Children’s Health Market
Action Based Learning
Polar
ADA Sports and Rackets
California Casualty Auto and
Home Insurance
Landshark Running Club
Kids Running America
Romeo Music
Gopher
SHAPE Central District
Skate Pass
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Candidate for
President-Elect
My name is Shannon
Loveridge. I am an
elementary physical
education teacher in
Adams 12 Five Star
Schools District.
I
received my Bachelor
of Science from the University of
Northern Colorado (UNC) in Exercise
Science with a K-12 teaching licensure.
I received the Society of Health and
Physical Educators (SHAPE) America
(formally known as the National
Association of Sport and Physical
Education [NASPE]) Major of the Year
in 2011. I recently completed my
Master of Arts in Physical Education,
also at UNC. In 2013, I received the
Society of Health and Physical
Educators (SHAPE) Colorado (formally
known as the Colorado Association for
Health, Physical Education, Recreation
and Dance [COAHPERD]) Young
Professional Award.
I currently serve as the Secretary on
the SHAPE Colorado Board. I am an
active member in attending and
presenting at state and district
conventions and attend SHAPE
America’s
National
Convention
annually. I am an advocate for health
and physical education not just at my
school and in the community

but at a national level as well. This
February, I went to Washington DC
with five other colleagues and met
with legislators on Capitol Hill to
advocate for quality physical education
and health in our schools. We asked
for their support when it came to the
reauthorization of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act (ESEA).
I am also a committee member,
representing the American Heart
Association (AHA) on the SHAPE
America National Joint Projects
Committee (JPC). The JPC is the
national steering committee for Jump
Rope for Heart and Hoops for Heart.
This group is dedicated to furthering
the growth of the programs and
partnership between SHAPE America
and the AHA. Volunteers participate in
working groups throughout the year to
offer guidance and expertise on
coordinator recognition programs and
event best practices.
On the side, I am a Zumba Fitness®
Instructor and I own my own company
called Beatz for Feet, which utilizes
Zumba Fitness® and Zumba® Kids
classes to encourage movement to
music, embrace individuality and
promote active lifestyles.
There are a couple initiatives that I
would like to start focusing on if I was

selected as President-Elect of SHAPE
Colorado.
First, I would like to
strengthen our relationship between
SHAPE Colorado and all seven
universities that have a physical
education program to increase faculty
member and future professional
participation at convention and
representation on the SHAPE Colorado
Board. I would also like to work
towards implementing an annual
Beginning Teacher’s Conference that is
specially designed and contains
material that is appropriate for future
professionals and first year teachers.
As President of SHAPE Colorado, I
would like to continue to make our
organization a resource that provides
materials for teachers to utilize
throughout the school year to help
them advocate for quality physical
education and health in schools and for
his or her own physical education
program at their own school or district.

I want to create an open door of
communication to our membership by
asking what he or she feels they need
from our organization. I want to grow
our state convention by including a
research study section for highereducation faculty members to share
current trends and research with
professionals. The convention can also
grow by continuing to make sure there
is diversity and a variety of content in
session presentations to make sure
every professional feels he or she is
receiving
the
professional
development needed to be a champion
teacher for all students.
I am really looking forward to the
opportunity of serving as PresidentElect in 2015-2016 of SHAPE Colorado
to learn and grow as a leader and a
professional so I can influence and
impact other professionals to do the
same in years to come!
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University and Continuing Education Credits
SHAPE Colorado is happy to announce the availability of earning College
credit or obtaining a professional development certificate while attending
the SHAPE Colorado convention.
The cost for graduate credit from Adams State College is $ 70 for one
credit and $125 for two credits. You must attend a minimum of 15 hours
of sessions per credit hour and complete 4 questions to earn the graduate
credit. To earn graduate credit from Adams State University, you must
register online. One and two credits will be available, and you must
register and pay online by Oct. 23rd.
You may also choose to gain professional development hours toward
renewing your teaching license for no cost. Make sure to stop by the
registration area and pick up the form and get your certificate at the end
of convention.
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Why do you go to
Convention?

“I attend convention because networking with
PE professionals is a refreshing and motivating
experience. I always leave the convention with
a new energy and ideas to take back to my
school and district.” ~Kristin Gilmore:

“When else can I hang out with
300+ people that are just like
me?!!! Physical Educators are the
cool people!” ~Leann Hepburn

"I go to convention because it pumps me
up! I always leave feeling motivated and
reassured that I picked the right
profession. Plus, I enjoy making all the
new contacts." ~ Emily Graves

“I go to convention for
motivation and new ideas.
Plus I get to have a great
time with PE Teachers from
across the state.” ~Jacob
Royster
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From the Past-President
By Leann Hepburn
SHAPE Colorado
Past-President

It is with great excitement and a sense
of accomplishment that I say farewell
to serving SHAPE Colorado these past
three years. I have enjoyed every
moment! It has been a joyful
experience meeting many members
and serving on the board. We have
accomplished so very much in the last

three years due to some really great
Physical Educators and their hard work
here in Colorado!

The people who represent you on your
SHAPE board work very hard to bring
you a superb convention and many
other activities throughout the state.
It has been my pleasure and an honor
to serve with this uniquely talented
group of individuals. Please consider
joining them in your future as SHAPE
Colorado continues to thrive.
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“I leave convention every
year feeling
rejuvenated. New ideas,
new lessons, and new
friends! I wouldn’t miss it!”
~Donna Carey

Get a free professional
SHAPE Colorado
membership!
If you hosted a Jump or Hoops for Heart event in
2014-2015, your SHAPE Colorado membership is
free when you register for convention.

“Networking, professional
growth, and building out
capacity of physical education
and health knowledge.”
~Bryan Wickoren
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2015-2016 Board
Members
Donna Carey, Adapted PE Teacher at
Aurora Public Schools
Passion: Inclusion and giving students
opportunities to be successful!
Lynn Burrows, Elementary PE Teacher at
Fraser Valley Elementary
Passion:
Professional
Development,
Standard
Driven
Instruction
and
Assessment, Technology
Emily Graves, PE Teacher at Webber
Middle School
Passion: I want kids to find enjoyment in
moving, however they may do it. I want
them to know and live by how important
it is to take care of their bodies for a
lifetime.
Terry Jones, Content Specialist at CDE
Passion: Professional Development
Jason Mondragon, PE teacher at Ricks
Center University of Denver
Passion: Coaching and
getting kids
moving
Bryan Wickoren, District Adapted
Physical
Education
Coordinator &
Elementary PE Teacher at Jeffco Public
Schools
Passion: Emphasis on doing more for
students with disabilities - increasing their
physical activity and overall fitness level!

MacKenzie Mushel Ellis, Dance, Health,
Physical Educator, Teacher Trainer at
Poudre School District
Passion: professional development (dance
and adapted PHYSED), movement
throughout the school day, kinesthetic
classroom interventions and planning with
the brain in mind!
Sarah White, Student at Colorado Mesa
University
Passion: I am big on health and I like
advocating for health/physical activity.
Since I am a student I can get involved
with that stuff too.
Nicholas Walker, PE Teacher at Denver
Public Schools
Passion: I love to give my students an
opportunity to experience life activities
that they have never tried before or never
thought they could do. My passion is to
help mentor kids of all ages and help them
use what they learned in physical
education and apply concepts and
strategies in real world situations. I love to
see each student use movement as
enjoyment, self expression, and to grow
with collaboration with their peers.
Kristin Gilmore, PE Teacher at Kearney
Middle School
Passion: I like the feedback that I get back
from students and parents. When a kid
comes to me and says that they shared

I am so excited to introduce you to some of the 2015-2016 Board Member candidates.
These individuals will work over the next year to continue to advocate for Physical Education and the mission of SHAPE Colorado. Our board meetings are always open and anyone
is welcome to attend and participate. These candidates will be voted on at the Saturday
lunch business meeting of convention.
what they learned and they are doing that
thing at home. That is why I am a teacher.
Zoe Harrier, Student at Metro State
University
Passion: Getting kiddos moving!
Shannon Loveridge, PE Teacher at
Woodglen Elementary
Passion: Student learning, Assessment,
and Professional Development
Michael Meyer, Student at Colorado
Mesa University
Passion:
My passion is instilling the
excitement of being physical active for life.
Showing students the many opportunities
to stay active and how they can
incorporate physical activity into their daily
lives.
Jacob Royster, PE Teacher at Lincoln
Elementary
Passion:
My passion is instilling the
excitement of being physical active for life.
Showing students the many opportunities
to stay active and how they can
incorporate physical activity into their daily
lives.
Christopher Watts, PE Teacher at Witt
Elementary
Passion: Advocacy!

Rachel Anderson, Student at University
of Northern Colorado
Passion: I love getting to learn about why
students move the way that they do. I
love learning more and growing.
Clayton Ellis, Health Teacher at Mrachek
Middle School
Passion: Advocate and promote active and
healthy lifestyles.
Elizabeth Miner, PE Teacher at Green
Gables Elementary
Passion: My passion is instilling the
excitement of being physical active for life.
Showing students the many opportunities
to stay active and how they can
incorporate physical activity into their daily
lives.
Debbie Luithly, PE Teacher at Coyote
Ridge and Carrie Martin Elementaries
Passion: My passion is to get kids moving.
I have many before and after school
activities for kids.

John Miller, PE Teacher at Platte Valley
Youth Service Center
Passion: I am interested in professional
development and finding new ways to
teach. I have only taught for 2 years and
have a lot of learning to do.
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“I attend the convention every year
because of the diversity and rigor
of the sessions, the unique culture
that it brings, and the atmosphere
is overall a positive and energetic
experience. “ ~Nick Walker

“Convention is a key
resource to my continued
education as a Physical
Education Teacher. So
many amazing ideas from
amazing educators. “
~Elizabeth Miner

“3 reasons why I go to convention.
1) I love to get ideas for my
classroom 2) I like networking and
meeting new people 3) I like
seeing what new equipment may
be available for me to use at my
school. “ ~Jason Mondragon

Submission
Guidelines
Would you like to submit an article, lesson plan or
story to the next issue of the SHAPE CO Newsletter?
The submission deadline for the next issue will be
November 1st.
The SHAPE CO Newsletter will be published four
times per year. We would like to invite and encourage
all of our members to submit contributions for other
professionals to view. Articles may be research based
(please use proper citations), be program success
stories, or be lesson plans that you would like to share
with your colleagues. Action pictures or diagrams that
go along with your article are always appreciated. All
articles will be reviewed by a panel of editors. Authors
should indicate in their cover letter if they want the
manuscript refereed (blind review) rather than editorreviewed.
Average word count for an article is between 300400 words, not to exceed 1000 words. If you have a
longer article it may be divided up in parts between
issues. Submit a head shot with your submissions with
correct spelling of your name so that we can recognize
you for your contribution. Please submit online at
http://coahperd.publishpath.com/journal
Email any questions to Aaron
shapecolorado.news@gmail.com

Ford

at
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2015 AWARDS ANNOUNCED
By Donna Carey
Award Recognition Chair

Please join me in congratulating
our 2015 award winners! This
outstanding group of professionals represents
the best of the best.
Joy of Effort Award – Jack (Doc) Cotton has personified the concept that the effort made to enrich the goals and objectives of physical education and sport is a labor of love, inspired by
commitment and dedication.
PathfinderAward – Gail Hook has championed
for girls and women in sports.
Adapted Teacher of the Year – Kelly Kennedy
demonstrates continuous dedication to the advocacy and enhancement of students with special needs learning in physical education in the
state of Colorado.
Health Education Teacher of the Year – Deanne
Romero is the outstanding teacher of health
education at the K-12 level.
Physical Education Teachers of the Year- Sandy
Thies, Elementary TOY; Allyn Atadero, Middle
School TOY; Monique Guidry, High School, TOY;

Dr. Elizabeth Sharp, University TOY have
demonstrated continuous dedication to the advocacy and enhancement of student learning in
physical education in the state of Colorado.
Administrator/Principal of the Year- James
Chamberlin and Ryan West have dedicated
themselves to excellence, in service to the mission of SHAPE America and the development of
strong, innovative programs in the field of physical education.
Distinguished Service- Jill Cordova and the Colorado PE Cadre (Amy Farmer, Chris Strater, Jo
Dixon, Jennifer Ebbe-Handy, Matt Mundy, Mike
Smith, Paige Jennings, and Sue Brittenham)
have contributed significantly to fields of health,
physical education, recreation or dance.
Young Professional –Natasha Jones has demonstrated a quality of performance that, if continued, indicates that he/she will develop into a
distinguished member of the profession.
I would like to invite everyone to attend our
awards celebration, during convention, on Friday, October 16th at 6:30pm. See you there!

Upcoming Dates:
Sep 12: SHAPE Colorado
Board Meeting
(Westminster)
Oct 15-17: SHAPE
Colorado Annual
Convention
(Westminster)
Nov 1: SHAPE Journal
Deadline

Using the Interactive
Journal
The SHAPE CO Journal has
changed format to allow you
to better interact with the
material. Any text in blue is
a hyperlink and will lead you
to material on another page
or will link you to a website.
Enjoy interacting!!
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Why Should You Come to
Convention?

By Renee DeBell
SHAPE Colorado
Convention Manager

The 2015 Convention promises fierce new content
including sessions on Marijuana Youth Education,
Using Google Forms, Concussion Management,
Bollywood Dance, Salsa & Latin Dance, Music –
Movement & the Brain as well as sessions by SHAPE
America Central District leaders Meggin DeMoss and
Clayton Ellis. These great sessions along with a host
of other sessions ranging from Parkour to Verbal Self
Defense will provide tools you can use immediately.
Pre-Convention workshops have been confirmed and
they also promise to be engaging, demanding and
FUN. Join us for your choice of workshops on

Technology, Fitness and the
Brain, Dance, Elementary Best Practices, Secondary
Best Practices, BOKS, Adapted Physical Education
and Future Professionals.

This great opportunity for professional growth can
only be found at the SHAPE Colorado Annual
Convention. Please join us for Pre-Convention
Workshops on Thursday October 15 and Convention
October 16 & 17.
You can find additional
information about convention on our website at
www.shapeco.org and clicking on the convention
tab.

being of our students?

The Power of Positive Interactions
By Patricia Morrison
SHAPE Colorado Executive Director

This summer I attended a
leadership
development
conference, and was presented
with a book, “How Full is Your Bucket” by Tom Rath
and Donald O. Clifton. The book relates how the
briefest of interactions affect our relationships,
health, productivity and longevity. With the start of a
new school year and all the challenges that go into
the new semester, we often become overwhelmed

by it all. It’s important
to keep our “own
bucket full” so that we
are able to fill our
students
“buckets.”
How do you increase
positive moments in
your life (filling your
bucket) while reducing
negative
moments?
As educators, how do
we boost the well-

Doing what is right should always guide us. Focus on
the strengths of those around us, and just you watch,
it will change the environment. The authors aren’t
saying to be “Pollyanna” and only have positive
interactions and comments, because positive
interactions must be grounded in reality. They are
saying that every interaction is important and makes
a difference. Too often we tell people what they did
wrong instead of praising them. Is it possible to
change this negative culture? Yes it is.
Through studies they determined the magic ratio of 5
positive interactions for every 1 negative interaction
will “keep your bucket full.” Positive interactions not
only fill your bucket, but fill the bucket of the person
you are having a positive interaction with.
See Positive Interactions on page 7
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Changing it up in the new
school year
By Elizabeth Sharp
President-Elect

I love the beginning of a new
school year; students are
excited, parents have mixed emotions,
and teachers are challenged with new
faces. As I prepare for my new
semester and reflect on Chris Watts’
theme of “Try for Change”, I find

myself wanting to improve on my
curriculum and try some new things. It
is very easy to get into a rut of teaching
and teach the same things over and
over.
We start off as beginning teachers
with very little in our repertoire. Over
the years, we find our favorite lessons

and our favorite ways of teaching.
Before long, we realize that we teach
the same material in the same way
year after year with just a few
variations. This method is not wrong,
but it is not always healthy. I think it is
important to challenge ourselves to try
new things, just like we challenge our
students to learn new things in our
classes.

There are many ways to add “new
life” to our teaching methods. Here
are a few of my favorite ways to
change things up for the new year:
Buy a new textbook.

Textbooks

are not just for college students.
There are many great new books
out there with new teaching
methods and game ideas.
Go to a conference. Conferences
are great ways to get new ideas
that you can start using the very
next week in class.
SHAPE
Colorado’s conference is October
15-17.
Host a student teacher. Student
teachers have lots of new ideas
and need help figuring out how to
implement them (of if those ideas
should be implemented). Working
with a student teacher can be fun
and rewarding for both you and
your students.
Watch another teacher. We have
so many great teachers across our
state. Sometimes it works out that
you can go watch them teach a
lesson or two.
Learn a new sport or activity. Go
to a local rec center or take a class
on something you have never done
before. It remind you what it is
like to learn something new for the
first time and it will give you
something new to teach.
No matter what you do, I hope you find
a way to change up your teaching a bit
this year. It will keep both you and
your students excited. Now I am off to
see if I can figure out this game of
Kronum and add it to my lesson plans
this year.
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Preparing for your first year of
teaching
Preparing for your first year of teaching can seem
like a daunting task. Thinking of everything needed
for the entire year is often one of the first thoughts
you may have, which will overwhelm you very
quickly. I do think it is important to have an idea as to
what you want your year to look like; however, a
good year of teaching starts with a good “Training
Camp.” The “Training Camp” covers all of your
expectations and procedures.
The more time you spend going over expectations

and procedures at the beginning of the year, the less
time you will waste going back over it later. From
communicating with other professionals, training
camps take up the first 5-10 lessons of the year. The
way in which I planned my training camp was making
a list of all the things I wanted to cover, such as fire
drill procedures, drinking water, start and stop
signals, etc.
I then decided which topics need to be taught first
and wrote them under day one and continued

Are you on the EXCHANGE yet?
Many of
By Clayton Ellis
Physical Education Teacher our health

and
physical
education colleagues are utilizing
numerous forms of social networking
to collaborate and to provide professional
development to health and physical educators
around the world. If you are a member of the Society
of Health and Physical Educators you are entitled to
the benefit and opportunity to participate in a
valuable and unlimited resource of information
through a social network that specifically relates to
our profession called the EXCHANGE. When you go

to
the
SHAPE
America Website
http://
www.shapeamerica.org there is a quick link to the
EXCHANGE on the bottom left side of the website.
Logging in is easy with your membership number and
your last name.
SHAPE America members can create their own
personal profile by uploading a picture and their
LinkedIn resume. Buttons linking members other
social networks like Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter
can be added to their profile. Members can create or
be invited to belong to a variety of communities that
relate to their interests or job for example the
President’s Youth Fitness Program Group or the Let’s

By Jacob Royster
Elementary Physical Education
Teacher, Delta

through the next several days. You now know what
your lesson focus is going to be for each day. It then
becomes very easy to create your lesson plan. Make
sure not to rush through a lesson or skip over
something just because a class is running short on
time. It is better to just make note of where that
class left off and pick up where you left off during the
next
lesson.
The last part of the training camp should be a
review in which the class demonstrates that they
understand and will honor all the expectations and
procedures. Once completed, you will be able to
teach your curriculum with far less discipline and
safety issues. Good luck starting off the new school
year!
Move Active Schools Physical Activity Leader Group.
All members have access to the discussion threads
and contributions of nearly 18,000 members on the
All Member Forum. Management of communities,
contacts, networks can also be found on the profile
page. The EXCHANGE has directory of members and
allows for participants to search for other
participants according their name, location, or group.
Members can ask to connect just like they do on
other social networks.
The ALL Member Forum currently has over 3000
discussion threads for participants to browse through
to find possible answers to current issues. These
discussions include but are not limited to advocacy,
appropriate and standards based instruction and best
practices, professional development opportunities,
see Exchange on page 8
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American Heart
Association News
By Jason
Mondragon

Hello SHAPE Colorado members and educators,

I hope you spent your summer refueling and
reenergizing for the upcoming school year. I am
the new Jump / Hoops for heart coordinator for Colorado and I
would like to personally welcome you to a new school year, one
that I hope is your best teaching year yet! Fall is always a favorite time of year
for me… it’s a time to get back into the swing of school with the students and a
time to set new goals for the academic year. Physical Education teachers have
the best job in the world…nothing beats teaching students how to live active
and healthy lifestyles. I am truly honored to be your Jump and Hoops for heart
state coordinator and look forward to helping you in your program this year.

Celebrating Jump / Hoop for heart across Colorado
Last year was the highest revenue year ever for the state of Colorado as well as
the nation. We had an increase of donations by 25% which was the highest in
the country. Congratulations to the following schools that have raised more
than $20,000 last year. Prior to last year there has never been a school that
has raised over $23,000. It is truly amazing what we were able to do last year
and I want to thank everyone who participated in a Jump / Hoops for heart
program.
This coming year AHA have some great new incentives for the kids including
new puppy prizes which will be taking the place of the duck prizes. The American Heart Association has been able to work with health care providers to reduce the number of people dying from heart disease and stroke by 25% and
those achievements are all because of lifesaving donations your students have
raised!
Need some new ideas for your next event or are you interested in learning
more about JRFH and Hoops for Heart? Attend some JRFH sessions at this year
SHAPE Colorado convention in October. You can find additional information about convention on our website at www.shapeco.org and
clicking on the convention tab.

School
Swigert International School
Black Rock Elementary
Steck Elementary School
Zach Elementary School
Aspen View Academy

Donations
$33,322.26
$25,017.45
$24,692.00
$24,369.82
$23,607.69

Teacher
Shutts, Tim
Fadenrecht, Jill
Grady, Holly
Uhrich, Brent
Yanaitis, Ali

City
Denver
Erie
Denver
Fort Collins
Castle Rock

Cottonwood Creek Elementary
Mitchell Elementary School

$22,431.00
$21,801.83

Mundy, Matt
Lee, Heather

Englewood
Golden

Westerly Creek Elementary

$21,783.91

Luther, Katie

Denver

The Lifesaver ducks have headed south
and the American Heart Association is
pleased to introduce you to the 2015-2016
Lifesaver Puppies!
We are so excited to introduce these
healthy pups to you and your students. Be
on the lookout for more information from
your local AHA representative soon!

As valued partners of the American Heart Association, we’d like to share with
you an exciting grant opportunity made possible by Ross Stores. 250 high
schools in the U.S. are eligible to receive 2 FREE CPR in Schools Training Kits for
the 2015-2016 year! By participating in the AHA’s CPR in Schools program,
schools will join in our mission to increase bystander CPR training and create
the next generation of lifesavers. Find more information at
www.heart.org/rosscprschoolgrant
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Are you Checked in?
By Shannon
Loveridge
Physical Education
Teacher

It’s the beginning of
the school year!
What comes to mind? Classroom
management, rules, expectations,
procedures, routines and practice! I’ve
often heard the dilemma of “how do I
get my students active right away AND
take attendance”? I use a technique
that is called “checking in”. Students
will come into the gym, pick up his or
her own name card, “check in” and
start an “instant activity” while the
teacher takes attendance. This is how
I get the students moving right away,
take attendance and stay connected
with my students.
NAME CARDS: At the beginning of the
school year I take the time to let
students create his or her own name
card (4x6 index card). I ask them to
put their first and last name on one
side with his or her grade/homeroom
teacher (it will save you time when
cards get mixed up) and then to write
two things about himself or herself

that helps set them apart from others
(i.e. They cannot say I have brown hair
and blue eyes, instead I’m looking for I
have a twin sister and I love pepperoni
pizza). I’ve learned that students really
enjoy when I take the time to get to
know who they are and what their
interests are, plus it helps me identify
500+ students.
“CHECKING IN”: At the beginning of
each class I will spread out the cards
for the class coming in. Once the
students enter the gym they pick up
ONLY his or her own card and place it
in the “ABOVE” box or “BELOW” box.
You can have these anywhere in your
gym. Any cards that are left on the
ground is an easy way to pick out who
is absent. The question that always
comes up is, “how do you make sure
students only get their card and not
others”. This is where that first week
of school comes into play! Make sure
your students know the rules and
expectations, which are that he or she
is to ONLY get his or her card and not
anyone else’s. Explain the procedure
of students coming in, picking up his or
her card, “checking in” and then
starting the “instant activity” right
away. Finally, PRACTICE the procedure
see Checked In on page 8

Reaching Every Student
By Josh Tutje
Physical Education Teacher

One of the most rewarding moments
in our profession as educators comes
when we can visibly make a real
impact on a particular student’s life.
While we strive to be the best we can
be every day by giving our students a
positive, authentic, and rewarding
experience in class, students can get
by without finding out what they
enjoy, or where their passion lies
within the world of health and fitness.
Whether it be oversized classes, lack
of time with students, or simply
students slipping through the cracks,
there always seems to a hurdle for
reaching certain students. If we as
educators really want to reach every
one of our students, we need to invest
in our students and our school culture.
While the task certainly seems
daunting, there are a number of ways
that we can help ourselves out.
First, and perhaps the easiest way, is
through after school clubs. Clubs are
not only a great way to reach students,
but to focus on sharing your own
passions as well. When we get to pick

our after school activities, we can pick
activities that we care about, and
students will quickly see the extra
enthusiasm, exciting them even more.
Clubs also allow us to share activities
we may not be able to use in class. For
example, my school has 6 table tennis
tables, which we logistically cannot
use in class. Fortunately, having
students come in after school is a
great way for them to learn the game
and experience it for themselves.
Finally, clubs are a great way to get to
know students. In small groups,
getting to know students on an
individual basis becomes much easier,
and even large groups allow you more
time with the students than class time
itself.
Another way to reach more students
is through writing assignments. It can
be difficult to talk to all students with
large class sizes and decreasing
amount of class time, but if students
have
personal
journal-type
assignments, we can spend extra time
getting to know them. Even if it is just
a quick 1 question assignment, I can
easily sit down after school to read
their answers and learn about them
see Reaching on page 8
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School Year Kickoff!
Lesson Plan
By John Miller
Physical Education Teacher

At the start of a new school year or semester,
students may not know your rules or how your
class operates. Here is a way to have students
learn rules and procedures while being active and
having fun. This can be modified for most classes
elementary through high school.

card. Once all cards are done they are finished.
If students have not had your class before, you can
give a brief tutorial of the rules and the gym before
starting. Students should be able to ask you for
help if they don’t know the answer to a card.
Modifications: Cards can be changed to integrate
different subject areas. “Divide the number of
lights in the gym by the number of basketball
hoops” or “Write down a new rule that helps keep
students safe.” You can make the cards easier or
harder based on your students’ abilities.

Materials needed: Colored
note cards; Cow bell or
other noise makers
Directions: Divide the note
cards by color so you have
at least 4 groups
On the cards write down
specific rules you’d like them to know or activities
for them to do. For example, “How wide is the gym
in students? Measure by using yourself and a
partner.” or “Line up where you should be in case
of a fire and do 25 jumping jacks”
Divide students into groups. Mix all the cards face
down in the middle of the gym. Then have 1
person from each group pick up a card and finish
the activity. Once the card is done students use the
cow bell or noise maker and move on to the next

Early-bird registration
for the 2015
Convention ends
Sep 21st.
Register Today!!!

continued from Positive Interactions on page 2

Consider the following:
Recognition is most appreciated and effective
when it is individual, specific and deserved, such as
saying, “Jose you did a great job coming in and
sitting down.” I call this “caught being good”, and
I’ve had great success with this technique.

Build off of a students strengths and celebrate their
uniqueness.
How often in a day do you tell a student that you
care about them and believe in them?
When students enter your classroom, what is the
first thing out of your mouth? Is there a smile
on your face and a positive comment or do you
bark out rules so they know who is boss and
they better behave?
Individualize your bucket filling and make your
“giving” specific to that individual. Get to know
a student or adult to understand what they like
and what might fill their bucket.
Give unexpectedly. This could be a smile, a note of
appreciation, sharing a special book, an offer to
walk with a secretary over lunch, hanging out at
recess with students one day a week,
something out of the blue that lets someone
know you’re thinking about them.
I challenge you to “score your interactions.” Be it
at home, in the grocery store, at school with adults
or students, give yourself a “+” or “-“ if your
interactions are more positive or negative. What
can you do to reach the magic ratio of 5 positive
interactions for every one negative interaction. Do
what’s right, fill a bucket, keep your bucket full and
have a great start to your school year. Enjoy and
thrive in the positive culture you create.
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The Hiring Process
By Jacob Royster
Elementary Physical
Education Teacher,
Delta

As a recent graduate
from Colorado Mesa
University with a degree in Kinesiology
K-12, I recently went through the
hiring process. Like many graduates I
felt that I was a very highly qualified
candidate after graduating and I felt
very successful during my student
teaching. I found myself very
frustrated during the hiring process, as
I was not being offered any interviews
right away. It had me wondering
whether
I
was
ever
going to have
a shot of
even getting
an interview.
What
I
found, was
that the first
few jobs that
come open within a school district

usually get filled by teachers with
more experience, who likely transfer
within the district. This ends up
creating new openings for recent
graduates in the second round of
hiring.
Make sure to start your application
process as early as possible. Reference
letters from mentors and other
professionals are essential. It is
important to start collecting reference
letters even before you start the
application. You do not want to be
waiting on those letters to finish the
application process.
It is important to remember to keep
submitting your application and to stay
positive; do not let yourself get down
every time you do not get offered a
position. It is important to feel as
though you have a shot at obtaining
every position in which you apply for.
If you do not believe in yourself and
the ability to get the job, they will not
offer you the job.

continued from Checked In on page 6

continued from Reaching on page 6

over and over until it starts to
become routine for the students.

very quickly. Many students are
willing to share through writing, while
face to face interaction may be
difficult for them. For example, one of
my absolute favorite questions to ask
when writing, “Please finish this
sentence: I wish my teacher knew…”.
You will be amazed at the responses
you get and how quickly you can get
to know your students!

THE BOXES: The “ABOVE” box means
that the student is having an
awesome day. Maybe they got an
“A+” on a test or their favorite lunch
was served in the cafeteria. The
“BELOW” box means the student is
not quite feeling like himself or
herself. For example, he or she has a
headache or didn’t turn in their
homework and had to call home.
This is a GREAT way to stay
connected with your students. For
the most part, you will get students
who are in the “ABOVE” box, but if
you notice that a student who is
normally in the “ABOVE” box, one
day puts his or hers in the “BELOW”
box, you know automatically to go
and check in with the student to
make sure he or she is alright.

Discounted Hotel
rooms for the 2015
Convention end
Sep 23rd.
Book your room
today!

My final thought on reaching all of
your students: Make it a goal. As with
everything else, talking about what
we want can only go so far. Write your
goal down, and make it measurable.
For example, my school challenged
me last year to get every single one of
our 600 students to participate in an
after school club. While this challenge
seemed crazy at first, we figured out a
way to monitor all activities and
student participation, and before we
knew it we were having a lot of fun
while getting to know more of our
students.
Having
personal
conversations about what students
would participate in is rewarding in
itself, and before you know it you’ll
have reached more students than you
could have ever imagined!
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Let’s Party!!
Please join your SHAPE Colorado board
and SPARK for a fun social event on
Thursday October 15 from 7-10 pm to
help us kick off another great
convention. This event will be held at
our convention hotel – The Marriot
Denver Westminster located at
Highway 36 & Church Ranch
Boulevard. Free parking is available for
all attendees.

This year we will be offering a casino
and game night. The evening will have
a casino theme and each guest will
receive gaming chips to be used at the
craps, roulette, blackjack and poker
tables. At the end of the evening the
gambling chips will be collected and
guests will be given raffle tickets based
on their winnings. A raffle will be held
before the night is over and guests
have the opportunity to win gift cards,

free 2016 convention registration and
additional great prizes!

continued from Exchange on page 4

and technology integration. Questions or new threads can be started as easily as
clicking ADD or respond to a discussion. The EXCHANGE also allows for useful
documents to be uploaded for example lesson plan templates, student tracking
sheets, advocacy examples or position statements. Members can also choose to
publish or upload their personal blogs to the EXCHANGE. Each members profile
tracks the participants contributions to the EXCHANGE with a summary and a list
of contributions and then the participant earns a score and a ribbon or badge
attached to their profile. The most active participants scores are listed on the
front page of the EXCHANGE website.
With only approximately 10 percent of the over 200,000 health and physical
education teachers in the United States, SHAPE America members need to
participate with and share the EXCHANGE as a centrally located resource that
can be utilized for recruiting new members or as a tool for improving school
cultures and programs in order to reach 50 Million Strong by 2029.

The event will feature a bevy of snacks
and a cash bar. This event was made
possible by a generous donation from
the GREAT folks at SPARK. If you’re
planning to stay for convention, why
not spend the night? Special
guestroom rates for the 2015 SHAPE
Colorado Convention are available by
clicking here. We look forward to
seeing you at Convention!

Make sure you check out the SHAPE Colorado webpage. It is full of useful
resources, member information, and announcements. www.shapeco.org
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Submission
Guidelines
Would you like to submit an article, lesson plan or
story to the next issue of the SHAPE CO Newsletter?
The submission deadline for the next issue will be
November 1st.
The SHAPE CO Newsletter will be published four
times per year. We would like to invite and encourage
all of our members to submit contributions for other
professionals to view. Articles may be research based
(please use proper citations), be program success
stories, or be lesson plans that you would like to share
with your colleagues. Action pictures or diagrams that
go along with your article are always appreciated. All
articles will be reviewed by a panel of editors. Authors
should indicate in their cover letter if they want the
manuscript refereed (blind review) rather than editorreviewed.

Visit SHAPE Colorado
on Facebook

Average word count for an article is between 300400 words, not to exceed 1000 words. If you have a
longer article it may be divided up in parts between
issues. Submit a head shot with your submissions with
correct spelling of your name so that we can recognize
you for your contribution. Please submit online at
http://coahperd.publishpath.com/journal
President Chris Watts, Past-President Clay
Ellis, and President-Elect Elizabeth Sharp
work the SHAPE Colorado booth at the
2015 CASE convention.

Email any questions to Aaron
shapecolorado.news@gmail.com

Ford

at
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SHAPE Colorado Journal
Society of Health and Physical Educators
May 2015

2015 Upcoming Dates:
June 1-2: Western Slope
PE Institute (Grand Junction)
June 22-23 Secondary PE
Institute (Eagle-Vail)
Sep 12: Board Meeting
Editor: Aaron Ford
Publisher: Elizabeth Sharp
Review Board: Clayton Ellis,
Kathleen Kinkema, Nhu Nguyen,
Sue Barnd

Using the Interactive
Journal
The SHAPE Colorado Journal
has changed format to allow
you to better interact with
the material. Any text in
blue is a hyperlink and will
lead you to material on another page or will link you to
a website.
Enjoy interacting!!
Inside this issue:
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KEYNOTE SPEAKER ANNOUNCED
Kim Bevill Announced As Keynote Speaker
for 2015 Convention
SHAPE Colorado is
pleased to announce
Kim Bevill as the
keynote speaker for
the
2015
Annual
Convention. If you
aren’t familiar with Kim
you will find her
straightforward, simple
language approach to
brain and body connections riveting,
refreshing and engaging. Her website has a
clip from her recent tedX talk that will leave
you laughing and nodding simultaneously.
Kim Bevill is a Staff Developer and
Instructional Strategies Trainer.
She
conducts trainings using evidence-based
instructional practices, supported by the
latest neuroscience. She spent 14 years as a
high school teacher and today is a Keynote
for Educational and Health Conferences, inservices and graduate-level courses. Every
speaking engagement includes the most

recent research, the most effective strategies
and the activities to integrate. Be alert--she
is known for facilitating everyone to actively
participate
and
learn
brain-friendly
techniques for all levels—none of which will
cost a district or teacher a cent!
For more information on Kim and her Gray
Matters courses, please visit:
Website: www.kimbevill.com
Twitter: https://twitter.com/@kimbevill
Facebook: www.facebook.com/
GrayMattersClasses
The 2015 SHAPE Colorado Convention is
being held at the Marriot Denver
Westminster on Highway 36 & Church Ranch
Boulevard. Convention registration will open
in early August. Kim will be conducting a pre
-convention workshop on Thursday October
16 as well as being the keynote speaker.
More
details
about
preconvention
opportunities and sessions will be posted on
our website at http://www.shapeco.org/
convention as they become available.
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The Power of Neon Sneakers
By Chris Watts
SHAPE Colorado
President
Three years ago I volunteered to attend the
national SpeakOUT day with Clay Ellis. I was
a first timer and was lacking knowledge in
what was about to happen and what I
needed to have to be successful. I packed
all of my business attire as I was told and
jumped on a plane to Washington D.C. The
night before I was laying out all of my
clothes and Clay looked at me and said
“You are not wearing those shoes are you?
Your feet are going to kill you!” Then I was
informed about the massive amounts of
walking to be done all over Capitol Hill. The
only comfortable shoes that I had were a
bright orange pair of Merrill’s that I
normally wore teaching in the gym. So, I

decided to sport them, not knowing the
trend I was about to set across the nation.
The following year four of us attended
from Colorado and the shoes were catching
on. There were a few of us wearing neon,
but the story continues to get bigger.
This year we had six of us attend and we all
wore the brightest sneakers we could find!
We all stood out like sore thumbs, business
attire with bright neon tennis shoes. We

made a statement as a group. The bright
colors brought us so much attention as we
walked around Capitol Hill. We were even
asked if we were part of Nike, helping
lobby for athletic shoes! Everyone was
commenting as we walked up and down
the hallways of the capitol. This statement
was so powerful, but the story does
not end there.
After our National convention in Seattle I
was returning to Denver, and at the airport
I noticed a familiar face. It was none other
than one of the Senators we had been
lobbying to earlier this year in D.C., Senator
Michael Bennett. I walked out of the doors
of the airport and said “Hello Senator
Bennett. I don’t know if you remember
me?” He looked down at my shoes and said
“Yes I do, you’re the PE guys that has been
see Sneakers on page 9
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SURVIVING THE SQUEEZE
By Makenzie
Muschell-Ellis

As the testing window
comes to a close across the state of
Colorado, educators experience a sense of
relief while still bracing ourselves for the
end of the school year squeeze. Many of us
have been de-homed from our teaching
spaces throughout the school year and the
end of year activities rarely provide relief.
Warmer temperatures and “countdown
clocks” bring a unique energy to the school
day. Rather than forcing students into their
seats in the classroom to cram in more
content or keeping them indoors to
complete a specific unit, I challenge you to

find ways to harness their energy and
create active learning opportunities. Ask
yourself, and your students for that matter,
how we can utilize our environment to
move, learn, and grow.
Take your unit outdoors, teaching students
how to be active in our 300 days of
Colorado sunshine. Seize the opportunity
to help students learn about dressing for
the weather and adjusting rules,
boundaries, or equipment to match the
environment. In small-sided games, allow
students to determine the size of the
playing field specific to the activity and
available space; in turn, empowering them
to make choices that will help their
teammates be successful. Ignite their
creativity while fostering critical thinking
and communication skills by having
students create a game or activity for small

indoor and outdoors spaces, using a variety
of equipment, for odd numbers of players,
or focusing on health or skill-related fitness
components. Move a step further and
create opportunities for students to own
their learning while teaching their activities
to the class, between two groups, or on the
playground. Whether students find
themselves with various types of
equipment, an odd number of players, or
indoors this summer, they will have more
tools to stay active and healthy.
At the secondary level, be sure to explore
the environment in and around your
school. For students to become
independently healthy as they get older,
they need to know what is available in their
community, how to access it, and build the
confidence and skills to participate! Have
see Squeeze on page 7

BIKING UP THE EAST COAST
By Patricia
Morrison
SHAPE Colorado
Executive Director

Have you ever had a
goal that just sat at the back of your head
for year after year? I have, and that goal
was to bike across the US. I’ve had that
goal since 1975, and yes I know that year
was well before some of you were born.
The opportunity presented itself for me to
do an epic bike ride up the east coast,
which I thought was pretty close to my
original goal of a coast to coast ride, so I
jumped on it. As I write, I’m over 1000
miles into my 2500+ mile ride, and it’s
amazing. The most incredible part of this
trip is that it’s an all woman tour, and the
average age of these ladies is 63!!! There
are 32 woman riding, the youngest is in her

50’s, the oldest in her late 70’s. And I’ll tell
you, these woman are strong mentally and
are strong riders, happy, successful and
healthy.
So what does fitness after 60 look like and
how did these woman get to this place?
They all have their individual stories, and
growing up, many of them were smack dab
in the middle of the Title IX era. Some
grew up on farms, others in cities, some
had large families, others had broken
families. As children, some had physical
education classes and wore the one-piece
jump-suits, others didn’t have much
organized instruction in physical education.
One lady has run over 90 marathons,
others have participated in triathlons, and
some walk and ride their bike around their
neighborhood. I am lucky to have lots of
walking, biking and hiking opportunities
close to me, plus I am 10 minutes away
from a couple of recreation centers. My

dog makes sure I get my walking goals in,
and time management is my challenge for
accomplishing the rest of my workouts.
Friends and neighbors are my inspiration,
but I wouldn’t have the determination to
stay with my program if I hadn’t had a goal
of riding over 2500 miles in 55 days.
see East Coast on page 8
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2015 SHAPE AMERICA
“It was just enlightening as a
student to present and just be a
part of something that was so
big and that had an impact on
so many others from around
the country.”
-Bethany Ganje

“Seattle was a place that I could
not even walk down the street
without being stopped by a PE
teacher to talk about all the great
things happening! National
convention is such a great
networking opportunity!”
-Chris Watts

“Whether in a session,
collaborating in the hallways or
walking down the streets of
Seattle, networking and
developing new ideas as National
Convention refueled me for this
school year and next. Always
great to grow the #physed
#health #dance family!”
-MacKenzie Mushel

“The passion and
professionalism of the
Executive Directors from
around the country is
awesome. The people from
Central District are the best,
next of course to the
Colorado folks. Leann
surprised me upon my arrival
to town with a beautiful
bouquet of flowers and
champagne to congratulate
me for my Honor Award.”
-Patricia Morrison

“I went to a session that was for
ZUMBA Step and the presenter
did not show up. I volunteered to
run a ZUMBA session for the
participants who wanted to
stay. It was so much fun having
a class of over 100+ people …
there was a ton of energy in the
room!”
-Shannon Loveridge
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50 MILLION STRONG
By Elizabeth Sharp
SHAPE Colorado
President-Elect

SHAPE America has started a new campaign
that really excites me. It is called “50
Million Strong” and was introduced to the
membership at the Seattle convention.
There are approximately 50 million students
currently enrolled in America’s elementary
and secondary schools. “SHAPE America
wants to ensure that by the time today’s
preschoolers graduate from high school in
2029, all of America’s students are
benefitting from the skills, knowledge,
confidence, desire and opportunities to
enjoy healthy, meaningful physical activity.”

This goal excites me because it begins to
give structure to what our great Physical
Educators were already doing. There are
many resources on the SHAPE America
website to help you “engage in the
profession”, “activate new initiatives”, and
learn to “advocate for Health and Physical
Education.” All of those resources can be
found at http://www.shapeamerica.org/
prodev/50million.cfm You can also follow
#SHAPE50Million on Twitter for more
information.

convention, submit an article for the
journal, and help other teachers around you
use best practices. You can activate new
initiatives by signing your school up for
“Let’s Move”, implementing the Presidential
Youth Fitness Program, or holding Jump
Rope and Hoops for Heart events to teach
kids about heart-healthy living. Finally, you
can advocate for HPE by teaching people
(parents, administrators, etc.) around you
what quality HPE is and by connecting with
legislators about the importance of PE.

Changing the philosophy of Physical
Education across America might seem like a
daunting task to you; however, there are
some things we can do in our own state of
Colorado and in our schools to help make
this a reality. You can engage in the
profession by getting involved in SHAPE
Colorado. You could become a board
member, present at convention, attend

SHAPE Colorado provides you with lots of
opportunities to engage, activate, and
advocate within the state. It will be exciting
to watch how the profession of Physical
Education changes as more educators get
involved with this initiative. How are you
going to get involved and be a part of 50
Million Strong?

USING TECHNOLOGY TO ADDRESS THE
COLORADO CHPE OUTCOMES
By:
Jennifer
M.
Krause,
Brian
Dauenhauer, Scott Douglas, & Mark
Smith (University of Northern Colorado)
Do you have access to technology such as
pedometers, heart rate monitors, tablets,
or computers for health or physical
education? Do you also address the
Colorado Comprehensive Health and
Physical Education Standards in your
teaching? Did you know that you can
enhance your standards-based lessons
with technology?
The Colorado Comprehensive Health and
Physical Education (CHPE) Standards
provide expectations for students’
mastery in movement, wellness, and
prevention and risk management. The

revised CHPE Standards (2009) emphasize
an intentional integration of technology
use in order to allow students access to
concepts and information literacy skills to
be prepared for the 21st century world.
There are a variety of technology tools
available for health and physical education
that can address this emphasis in
technology as well as the standards.
Examples of technologies available include
activity monitors, such as pedometers,
accelerometers, and heart rate monitors,
global positioning systems (GPS) devices,
active
video
games,
tablets/apps,
computer software programs, and web 2.0
tools. These technologies can be directly
implemented to assist with meeting
specific evidence outcomes in the CHPE
Standards. For example, high school

students can use GPS units to experience
orienteering through geocaching around
the school’s campus, which would assist
with meeting CHPE evidence outcome
3.2.j. “compare and contrast different
leadership skills required in a variety of
physical activities such as outdoor
education and adventure activities and
weight training.”
Additionally, eighth
graders who are working toward meeting
evidence outcome 2.3.c. “maintain a
physical activity log for an extended
period, documenting progress toward
achievement of personal goals” could
wear a pedometer for a specific number of
consecutive days, record daily steps in a
FitnessGram activity log, and repeat
several times over the duration of the
school year. Finally, the use of a tablet

see CHPE Outcomes on page 10
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I WANT TO BE THE HULK
By Emily Graves
Physical Education
Teacher

“When I grow up I am
going to be a scientist,
so then I can be the HULK!” said Ben, a first
grader.
“Awesome! Are you going to be green still
or would you make yourself blue?” asked
Ms. Graves.
Ben responded with “Green of course”.
Through my college career, I was prepared
to manage a room full of active kids, create
instruction that targeted my learners,
informed about strategies on how to give
consequences and create lessons that were
fun and active. Although I was very well
prepared for my career as a teacher. I was
not expecting all the personalities and
dreams of my students, like being the hulk,
as Ben was so passionate about.
It all started during my student teaching,
when I first met Ben, a kindergarten. Ben
was a handful even then. I spent 10 weeks
in the elementary and saw Ben only once a
week for actual P.E. time. Now like most
kindergarteners, he was loud, talked
frequently when he wasn’t supposed to,
and cried often. Ben was then and still is,
full personality, had an opinion about
everything and has a smile that can light up
a room! After my student teaching, I joined
the subbing pool for a short semester. I
mostly subbed at the elementary school I
had student taught at. I spent time with
many children and part of that time was
going to get Ben for his individual learning
time. Still a challenge to keep Ben on task, I
redirected him many times to the task at
hand. Instead, one day Ben decided to run
down the hall and hide under a table. I
asked Ben several times to come out so we
could talk about what was bothering him.
After many times of refusing, I became so
frustrated that I picked the table right up
and off of him. Suddenly, I had become the
hulk. In the end, Ben came back to our

table and sat down after such a show of
strength.
As I got into my first year of teaching at a
different school I had new students, new
ideas, and new techniques to try. Like
usual, I was standing at the bottom of the
stairs, waiting for the next class to come
down. I greeted the students as they
walked by, smiled to show my joy to see
them, and accepted their loving hugs. I was
talking to one of the students in line when I
looked up the stairs and much to my
surprise, there was Ben. “Ben!” I said and
instantly he looked at me with a confused
face, “Do you remember me?” Without
hesitation Ben, smiled at me and said “you
were the P.E. teacher at my old school.”
Although in the beginning I was surprised
to see him, I quickly remembered how Ben
cried often, argued with classmates on a
daily basis and how he hid under the table.
Instantly I felt the feelings every teacher
has when they see that particular student
that was more work, needed more
redirections, and constantly had to be
watched.
Ben did not fit in right away with the other
students. He still spends most of the time
trying to argue, crying frequently, and
needed to be redirected every couple
minutes. Although the kids became very
good at ignoring the crying and screaming,
they still tried to help Ben stay on task.
Suddenly, the students began to hold Ben
responsible for his behavior. And then
quickly Ben didn’t seem so bad anymore.
With the help of his classroom teacher and
his classmates, Ben had made progress. The
student’s outlook on him had changed and
even I had started to look at Ben
differently. And even though he still does
the same things, just less frequently, that
test my patience and make him a work in
progress, he still has a smile that can light
up a room. It wasn’t until a Tuesday
afternoon that as Ben left the gym, he
hugged me and said “I am going to miss you
this summer” then I realized “I am going to
miss you to Ben.”

Follow COAHPERD
on Twitter

continued from Squeeze on page 4
your students explore what is available in
the community and share out in creative
ways. For example, students may discover
the city recreation center has a free Zumba
or Crossfit class every Tuesday night and
they lead the class through a Zumba dance
or Crossfit workout. When it comes to
access, we may take for granted our ability
to read a map and navigate a bus schedule
because they have become automatic skills
as adults. Despite advances in mobile
technologies our students often lack the
fundamental navigating skills to access their
community. Just because their smartphone
shows them where the park is doesn’t
mean they can actually get there! As
physical and health educators, we have the
opportunity to develop these skills actively.
Look to resources provided by Colorado
Safe Routes to School, Walk Bike to School,
as well as, your local community programs
to teach students about safe mobility. Take
your students on a trail run or on a walking/
biking field trip to the recreation center or
gym for a tour or group fitness class.
Surviving the end of year squeeze takes
perseverance and creativity. Use the energy
of your students, take advantage of the
weather, and try something new. Allow
students to take ownership of their learning
by creating a game or activity and leading
their peers. By helping students uncover
the opportunities available in their local
community, build skills and confidence to
be active, and reduce barriers related to
access, we can empower students to
engage in healthy behaviors during the
summer months.
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Re-Fuel Your Teaching Tank!!
By Makenzie
Muschel-Ellis
Physical Education
Teacher

Are you running on
empty? Do you feel like your curriculum is
“idling”? When is the last time you attended
professional development, had time to
digest what you learned, and created a plan
to utilize it? With the limited time many of
us see our students and dwindling
resources for teachers it is no surprise that
we are often challenged to find the
resources to attend a workshop or even
take time away from our students.
Though it is a great deal of work for
teachers to be gone, participating in
professional development is worth it.
Online
professional
development
opportunities have increased exponentially
in the past five years and minimize the need

from East Coast on page 4
“If you don’t know where you’re going,
how will you know when you get there?”
Goal setting is what all these women have
in common. They all set personal goals,
then figure out how to accomplish them…
be it on their own, with friends, with the
help of internet information. They are
determined to accomplish the goals they

to be away from school. From free webinars
by SPARK, GOPHER, and low-cost webinars
from SHAPE America, teachers can allocate
45-60 minutes and tune into live
presentations or listen at a time that is
convenient for them once the webinar is
archived. Be sure to visit their respective
websites for details on upcoming webinars
and to access archived work. Another
excellent
digital
option
is
the
#PHYSEDAGOGY YouTube channel and
website. A committed group of cutting-edge
physical educators across the globe have
come together to share their expertise and
provide a platform for discussing and
sharing best practices. PHYSEDagogy has a
superb blog that you can follow, podcasts,
and offers the #PhysedSummit which is a
FREE online conference.
Give yourself a break by using your summer
break to attend professional development
without sub plans or taking days off! This
June don’t miss out on the Denver Public
Schools Institute June 15-17 open to all
teachers. Don’t let
cost stand in your
way either! CDE is
hosting the Western
Slope PE Institute
June 1-2 in Grand

have set.
Is goal setting a part of your physical
education program and personal life?
How do you help students set goals and
then keep them measurable and
attainable? What goals will your students
set for their summer health and fitness?
What are your health and fitness goals
that you can share with your students? If
you plant the seed for your students to
set a goal, to write it down, to visualize
it….you will have taught them a life long
skill that will be with them across
environments, across their life.
Follow Patricia’s journey at:
Seatpostings.wordpress.com

Junction, CO and the Secondary PE Institute
June 22-23 in Vail, CO. Be sure to check out
the National PE Institute in Asheville, NC
July 27-29th. Funding support for
professional development is available
through SHAPE Colorado’s 5280 grants.
Applications are due by June 1st and must
be
submitted
electronically
via
www.shapeco.org website.
Strongly consider taking advantage of the
diverse learning opportunities available to
you this summer and on-going digitally. Refuel your passion and refresh your
curriculum by participating in quality
professional development while allowing
time to digest what you’ve learned and
generate new ideas.
For more information refer to:
SHAPE Colorado’s website (professional
development & 5280 grant links)
www.shapeco.org
DPS Institute June 15-17:
http://
pe.dpsk12.org
Western Slope PE Institute June 1-2 &
Secondary PE Institute June 22-23:
http://www.cde.state.co.us/
healthandwellness/hs_pe
National PE Institute July 27-29: http://
nationalpe.com
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DR. SEUSS FIELD DAY
(LESSON PLAN)
By Shannon
Loveridge

Station 3 - Cat in the Hat (Individual)
Make red and white hats from buckets in
equipment room

Field Day season is
upon us – here are
some stations that I
have done for a Dr. Seuss Field Day. I
copy the cover of the book title and put it
with the station numbered sign. If you
want your classroom teachers involved,
ask them to read the books to his or her
classes during the school day. This is a
great way to combine physical education,
literacy, sportsmanship and fun!

Students will have one minute to bounce
ping pong balls on the floor and catch
them in the bucket while on his or her
head. Student with the most ping pong
balls in this or her hat at the end of a
minute, wins.

Station 1 - Green Eggs and Ham
(Individual)
Students will have to relay back and forth
to complete their green eggs and ham set
(three green plastic eggs, a green bean
bag and a fork) Student who completes
his or her set first, wins.

Station 5 - Mr. Brown Can Moo! Can
You? (Team)
Students will have a partner. They will
toss a water balloon underhand to his or
her partner. If the partner catches the
balloon then they take a step back. If the
balloon pops, the pair will raise their hand
to get their second balloon. Once both
balloons pop, the team is finished. Team
who gets the furthest apart will win.

Station 2 - Hop on Pop (Team)
Students will run over to a chair and have
to sit on a balloon and pop it. Every
student must complete this task. The
team that is sitting down first will win.

Station 4 - The Zak (Participating)
Students will play tug-a-war
Parents are encourages to play as well

Station 6 - Yertle the Turtle (Individual)
Students will cup stack using the timers.

from Sneakers on page 2
looking to make Physical Education a core
content area!” He said that he totally
remembered the bright shoes from office
earlier this year! We spoke casually and a
few weeks later the news had passed that
the committee he chairs was ready to put
legislation forward for making Physical
Education a core content area. Now I
cannot take all the credit because many
educators have made their statements to
get this passed, but the shoes were
defiantly memorable!

Lastly, I have been asked by other states to
steal the idea and use nationally at
SpeakOUT day next year, or at their own
state lobby day. I tell them if it helps make
a statement then do it. As physical
educators we must make a statement! We
must make a statement in how we teach,
in our attitudes and apparently what we
wear! We never know where our visions
may come from, but we must embrace and
be confident in what we do. Three years
ago I never thought that states across the
nation would be asking to use a mistake I
made, to create a statement through unity.

K-1 - 3-3-3
2-3 - 3-6-3
4-5 - 3-3-3 and 3-6-3
6-8 - Full Cycle
Station 7 - The Cat in the Hat Comes Back
Students sweep a ball (red or pink) from
the start line to a cone and back. First
student who returns will win
Station 8 - Apples Up On Top (Individual)
Students will have to stack three bean
bags on top of their head and walk from
the start line to a cone and back without
dropping their bean bags. If their bean
bags drop, they must go back to the
beginning. Student who crosses the line
first wins.
Station 9 - Horton Hears a Who (Team)
Students will relay and have to use
chopsticks to collect one cotton ball at a
time to fill up a bucket. Team who fills up
their bucket first will win.
Station 10 - The Lorax (Team)
Use a scarf to tie two students together by
the ankle. Pairs will be racing other pairs
down to a cone and back. First team to
return will win.
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CHANGING PRIORITIES
By Elizabeth Sharp
Assistant Professor of
Kinesiology at
Colorado Mesa
University

I am proud to say that I have joined the
mommy-club finally! I proudly welcomed
my son Ezekiel into this world on February
10th. And during the many night feedings,
diaper changes, and cuddle sessions, I have
had time to think on my life and on my
changing priorities.
I find that my priorities are changing from
year to year. When I first started teaching,
I was single and completely consumed with
my job. I found myself staying at school till
6 or 7 at night, working on weekends, and
thinking up new ideas all of the time. I
could never “turn off” my job, nor did I
really want to. Then when I married, I

scaled back some. I’d spend my weekends
at home and only stayed at the office late a
few nights a week. It wasn’t that my
passion for my job had lessened any; it was
just that something else had taken priority.
Over the past four years, I have found great
balance. I love working with pre-service
teachers and helping them develop into
quality Physical Educators. I have spent
nights at school with club meetings, used
weekends to help raise money for my
students to go to conference, and thought
of teaching ideas at random times. But
now I have a child and my priorities will
once again change. I will have to say no to
some things and be more intentional with
how I schedule my time. My priorities will
change.
I don’t think it is bad that priorities change.
Life changes around us and we have to
change and adapt with it or get left behind.
Changing priorities does not change
philosophies or beliefs necessarily, but just

how the balance of time is spent. We have
to become more efficient with some tasks,
delegate other tasks, and say no to ones
that do not line up with our priorities. It is
important to reevaluate your priorities
from time to time to make sure that you
are spending time on what is really
important to you.
I have always felt a strong passion for the
field of Physical Education and for
preparing quality teachers. However, I am
now discovering a growing passion for my
family and for preparing my son for life. I
know that my changing priorities will help
me be more balanced in life and will allow
me to be more focused when teaching as
well.

from CHPE Outcomes on page 6

Colorado Department of Education
Physical Education Professional Development
2015 Western Slope Physical
Education Institute
June 1st and 2nd
8:30AM—4:00PM
Lunch Provided
Stipend is available
Located at Maverick Pavillion at
Colorado Mesa University
Register

2015 Secondary Physical
Education Institute
June 22nd and 23rd
8:30AM-4:00PM
Lunch provided
Stipend is available
Located at Homestake Peak
School
of
Expeditionary
Learning (Eagle-Vail)
Workshop is full, but you can
register for the wait list

with a skill-analysis app, such as Coach’s
Eye, could be used with fourth graders to
identify critical elements of movement
skills when watching a video for selfassessment (Evidence Outcome 1.2.b.).
Application ideas for using technology to
meet a variety of outcomes and for
different grade levels can be found in Table
1. Technology is becoming increasingly
accessible for health and physical
education teachers and finding ways to
enhance teaching and learning while
assisting with meeting evidence outcomes
will help prepare students for the 21st
century lifestyle and workforce.
References: Colorado Department of
Education (2009). Colorado Academic
Standards: Comprehensive Health
&
Physical Education. Retrieved October 21,
2014 from http://www.cde.state.co.us/
cohealthpe/statestandards
see CHPE Outcomes on page 11
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Table 1. Technology to Meet Colorado CHPE Standards
Tech

Grade

1

GPS/

7

Standard

3.1

3.2

Compass

HS

4

6

Activity
Monitors

8

HS

HS

5

3.2

2.1

2.3

Application

c. Identify and demonstrate the attributes of being an effective partner or group member in
physical activity

Use a treasure map to guide groups/
teams through a treasure hunt activity

b. Participate in group cooperation games and
adventure activities to encourage team building
and fun

Initiate low-element activities and group/
team challenges/initiatives using a map
and compass

j. Compare and contrast different leadership skills
required in a variety of physical activities such as
outdoor education and adventure activities, and
weight training

Use Geocaching.com app to lead groups/
teams through urban orienteering activities using a Global Positioning System
(GPS)

d. Measure and record personal heart rate before, during, and after moderate to vigorous exercise

Introduce students to heart rate monitoring by having students use monitors
during a lesson

a. Monitor the intensity of one’s heart rate during physical activity

Calculate target heart rate and input into
heart rate monitor; monitor heart rate
during classes where MVPA/fitness is the
primary focus

b. Identify target heart rate

2.3

c. Maintain a physical activity log for an extended
period, documenting progress toward achievement of personal goals

Wear a pedometer for 7 consecutive
days; record daily steps in FitnessGram
activity log; repeat measurement at least
3 times over the duration of a course

2.3

c. Monitor physical activity in a physical activity
log through the use of fitness equipment such as
a pedometer or heart rate monitor

Wear a pedometer for 7 consecutive
days; record daily steps in FitnessGram
activity log; repeat measurement at least
3 times over the duration of a course

f. Demonstrate the ability to monitor and adjust
activity to meet personal goals

Set a goal for average steps/day; monitor
progress using a pedometer (see application above)

a. Prepare a report, bulletin board, or poster on
safety factors for a chosen activity

Use Word and/or Powerpoint to create a
report, bulletin board, or poster related
to safety

e. Examine fitness assessment data and develop
a plan to show personal improvement toward
achievement of fitness goals, including monitoring personal levels of fitness within each of the
five health-related fitness components

Create a spreadsheet within Excel to record fitness scores, set goals, and monitor
progress using graphs.

2.3

4.1

Office
Tools
HS

Evidence Outcome

2.1

Create personal fitness plan in Word.

Continued at CHPE Outcomes on page 12
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Table 1. Technology to Meet Colorado CHPE Standards (continued)
Tech

Grade

4

Active
Video
Games

5

8

4/6

Tablets/
App

HS / 7

HS

5

Websites

HS

Standard

1.1

1.2

1.1

1.2
1.3

1.1

Evidence Outcome

g.Recognize and demonstrate agility, balance,
coordination, power, speed, and reaction time
in a variety of physical activities.

Use Dance Dance Revolution or similar
mat-based game to practice coordination and timing

f.Analyze and use basic offensive and defensive
strategies, and apply rules in modified games
and activities

Use sport-specific active video games
to allow students to learn and apply
strategies and rules in a virtual environment
Participation in sport-specific active
gaming may allow students to learn
and practice skills that can be transferred to authentic game situations

f.Describe and demonstrate how movement
skills learned in one physical activity can be
transferred and used to help learn another
physical activity
b.Identify critical elements of movement skills
when watching a video for self-assessment; b.
Analyze & correct errors in movement patterns
and provide and use feedback from a peer or
instruction technology

Use Coach’s Eye app to record & analyze performance

c. Explain and demonstrate advanced offensive,
defensive, coaching, officiating, and transition
strategies in lifelong sports and games.

Use Coach Note app to design and record game strategies

h.Diagram and demonstrate basic offensive
and defensive strategies for individual and dual physical activities.
a/b/c/f.Participate willingly in a variety of
physical activities; establish person physical
activity goals; monitor physical activity in a
physical activity log; demonstrate the ability to
monitor and adjust activity to meet personal
goals

Use Fitness Pal app to set goals, record
activity, and track progress.

c. Distinguish healthy balanced meals and
snacks designed to enhance the performance
of physical activities

Individuals use the Internet to research
healthy, balanced meals.

3.2

i. Identify contributions of members of a group
or team, and reward members for accomplishing a task or goal

Individuals use technology to show
appreciation of fans, officials, and
teammates. For example, they might
design a website or blog.

3.3

a. Demonstrate effective and respectful advocacy strategies in support of the needs and
rights of others

The Internet and other digital communications devices allow people from
different countries to correspond and
learn about each other’s lives and culture
Blogs, websites and social networks
provide vast opportunities to see the
perspectives of others in a conflict situation.

2.3

2.3

Blogs
Wikis
Social
Media

HS

HS

Application

4.5

d. Demonstrate the ability to take the perspectives of others in a conflict situation
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Upcoming Conventions

Submission Guidelines
Our next deadline for submission is August 15, 2015!!!
Would you be interested in submitting an article, lesson plan or
story for a future issue of the SHAPE Colorado Journal? If so,
please follow the criteria below:

National PE Institute
nationalpe.com
Asheville, NC
July 27-29, 2015

The SHAPE Colorado Journal will be published four times per year
in our traditional format. Twice per year (pending enough
submissions), we are going to publish a Scholarly Journal that will
be dedicated to research articles. We will also publish a PreConvention edition with all of the upcoming events and
highlights for the convention in October.
We would like to encourage all of our members, along with any
others that are interested, to submit contributions for other
professionals to review. Articles may be researched based
(proper citations required), be program success stories or be
lesson plans that you would like to share with your colleagues.
Action pictures or diagrams that go along with your article are
always appreciated as well. All articles will be reviewed by a
panel of professionals for their content. Please review your
article for grammatical errors prior to submission.
The average word count for a typical article in between 300-400
words, but should not exceed 1000 words. If you have a longer
article it may be divided between issues of the journal (this does
not apply for research articles that are published in the Scholarly
Journal).

SHAPE Colorado Convention
Church Ranch Marriott
Westminster, CO
October 14-16, 2015

All
submissions
are
done
online
at:
http://
coahperd.publishpath.com/journal
When submitting, you will be asked to provide the following
information along with uploading your submission:
Author Name
Author Email
Membership Status
Type of Review Requested (peer review or blind review)
Submission Type (Journal, Scholarly, Photo, Lesson Plan)
Title of Article
Position/Title of Author
Head Shot of Author
If you have any questions, please email our editor, Aaron Ford, at
shapecolorado.news@gmail.com
Thank you for considering submitting something to the SHAPE
Colorado Journal!

Visit SHAPE Colorado
on Facebook
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SHAPE Colorado Journal
Society of Health and Physical Educators
March 2015

2015 Upcoming Dates:




Mar 17-21: SHAPE convention in Seattle
March 28: Board Meeting

Editor: Aaron Ford
Publisher: Elizabeth Sharp
Review Board: Clayton Ellis,
Kathleen Kinkema, Nhu Nguyen,
Sue Barnd

Using the Interactive
Journal
The SHAPE Colorado Journal
has changed format to allow
you to better interact with
the material. Any text in
blue is a hyperlink and will
lead you to material on another page or will link you to
a website.
Enjoy interacting!!

Volume 40

Number 4

NEW WEBPAGE LAUNCHED
Our organization has gone through some
great changes this year. In October 2014, we
officially changed the name from Colorado
Association of Health, Physical Education,
Recreation, and Dance (COAHPERD) to
Society of Health and Physical Educators of
Colorado (SHAPE Colorado).
With the new name came a chance to create
a new website that is more member friendly.
Our Board of Directors and amazing
Webmaster (Clayton Ellis) have worked
tirelessly to prepare the new site to be
launched….and now it is official!

Introducing: www.shapeco.org
From one page, you can now easily access
information
about
the
organization,
convention dates, submit grant proposals,
view Facebook and Twitter feeds, find
position statements, propose convention
sessions, and renew your membership.
Go to the site now and see all of the new
features.
Some of the features are
highlighted on page 3 of this issue. Please let
us know your feedback as we continue to
develop and build the site.
see SHAPECO.ORG on page 3

Award Winners Moving on
By Donna Carey
SHAPE Colorado
Recognition Chair
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8

Adapted PE News

9

Upcoming Conventions
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Congratulations are in
order to our state award winners, Lynn
Burrows and Joseph DeMers! They have
been selected to represent Central District as
Elementary and Dance Teacher’s of the Year,
respectively. Lynn and Joe will be travelling
to Seattle, WA to attend the SHAPE America
Convention in March and participate in the
final interview process. Congratulations and
good luck!
Do you know someone who is relentless, a
visionary, fearless, and resilient in the field of
Physical Education, Health, Dance, Adapted
PE, or is an avid supporter of our field? If so,
we are looking for nominations for the
following categories: Honor Award; Joy of

Effort Award; Pathfinder Award; Scholar
Award; Sportsmanship Award; Adapted PE
Teacher; K-12 Dance Educator; College/
University Dance Teacher; Health Education
Teacher; Physical Education Teacher
(Elementary, Middle School, High School,
College/ University); Administrator/Principal
of the Year; Athletic Director of the Year;
Distinguished Service; Future Professional/
Major of the Year ; Graduate Student/
Research; & Young Professional. All
descriptions and criteria can be found on the
website. Submit your nominations today!
http://www.shapeco.org/awards.html
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President’s Message
By Chris Watts
SHAPE Colorado
President
As the current President of SHAPE Colorado,
I would like to share some great things that
are going on with the board this year. On
February 10 and 11, 2015 we had six
members of the board, including myself go
to Washington D.C. for SHAPE America
Speak Out Day. It is was great to see so
many people ready to fly across the country
to make a difference for Physical Education
across the nation. This year the two big
items that were on the agenda were the
PEP (Physical Education for Progress) Grant
program and the Physical Act. As funding is
constantly cut nationwide, legislators look
at combining the PEP Grant funding with
other content areas. I believe this is not the
right thing for Physical Education because

the current funds would then have to be
shared with content areas such as art and
music. The Physical Act is amazing if we can
get it to pass the House and Senate. It
would set physical education as a core
content area in the eyes of the federal
government, which would allow local
principals to use this funding for physical
education. Currently that is not allowed,
only state or local funding may be used.
The SHAPE Colorado Board has also formed
a committee to create resources to assist
you in your teaching. Currently this
committee is working on a few resources: a
dodge ball position statement, relationship
between
standards,
and
advocacy
documents to help you in your district.
The last big thing is that our new website
has been launched. Clayton Ellis has been
putting many hours in, rolling all
information from the current website, into

something that is user friendly. We are so
excited for this great change!
Keep up all the hard work in the schools
that we know you are doing everyday! I
hope to see you at the National Convention
in Seattle, March 17th-21st, 2015. It is always
a great time to be there and see everyone
from Colorado becoming the best teachers
that they can be.
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SHAPECO.ORG

Find needed information quickly on the new site
Get information about the convention and submit
your 2015 session proposals

Apply for grants directly from the website

Submit articles for the SHAPE Colorado Journal and
read past issues

Access the master calendar, get resources for advocacy, learn about board members, and join for
amazing membership benefits
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TRADITIONS, RUTS, AND CHANGE
By Adelaide E. Currier
It had been several years, for various
reasons, since I had attended a COAHPERD
conference.
Because I was fortunate
enough to receive the grant for a Western
Slope teacher, I was able to attend this last
year. I wondered if it would be the same
great
motivational
and
learning
opportunity I had experienced in years
past. I know that some people want things
to change. They want experiences to be
different. Variety is the spice of life and
they are proactive in bringing about
change. So I wondered if it would be the
same or different.
I am a person who values tradition. I
was so happy to find the tradition of highly
qualified and enthusiastic presenters was
not lacking at the conference. Universal
and timeless concerns on how to motivate

students to be more physically active and
skilled were still being addressed. Dealing
with the seemingly ageless and everpresent challenge of bullying was once
again the subject of presentations. It won't
go away unless we keep it visible so we can
learn to manage it. The foundation of
physical educators' beliefs that an active,
physically fit person is able to learn better
and will become a more self-assured and
positive member of their community was
still a premise on which activities at the
conference were based.
I feel when the traditions in physical
education classes are positive, high quality
and affirmative, they should not be
changed.
Be the best that you can
be. Shine where you are. I have abilities,
not disabilities. I can try....
Some people fear that by keeping

traditions they will get stuck in a rut. My
father-in-law informed me, when I first
became a part of his ranching family, that
you needed to head for the ruts in the
road, especially during very muddy or
snowy conditions, so you wouldn't fall off
the side of the mountain. Pioneers were
grateful for the rutted path so they
wouldn't wander off the trail and get
lost. The only real danger of the ruts was if
they got over used and so deep that you
high-centered
and
became
immobilized.
Being in a rut is not
necessarily a bad thing unless it keeps you
from becoming the best you can be.
Whenever I see former students, I ask
them what was good or what needed to be
improved in my P.E. classes. Perhaps
because my students were in lower
see Traditions on page 6

KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND CONFIDENCE
By Patricia
Morrison
SHAPE Colorado
Executive Director

As physical educators, our goal is to create
opportunities for students to be physically
active for 60 minutes a day and to develop
physically literate individuals who have
the knowledge, skills and confidence to be
physically active for a lifetime. How does
that fit into your own lifestyle and those
around you? Sure, you move all day as
you teach, but how do you take care of
yourself and those you love? Do your
actions speak as loud as your words?
I have found that if you have a friend to
help keep you “on track”, you will be more
likely to choose healthy foods, exercise

regularly and lead a healthy lifestyle. It
makes it more fun to workout with
someone who can motivate you, and who
you can motivate. What about those
times when you take your children to their
practices. Do you sit and watch or do you
grab another parent and walk? What an
inspiration you would be to all of the
parents and to your own child. You could
start your own “parents exercising for
fitness” group.
We know many people don’t know how to
get started in their journey to better
health or they have had bad experiences
working out. What an exciting way to
incorporate the knowledge you have to
your community and to develop the
confidence in those around you to be
physically active. When was the last time
you ventured out of your own comfort
zone and tried a new sport or activity? By

challenging yourself you will have a better
understanding of what your students are
facing every time you present a new
activity. How do you move from that
awkward phase to the confidence level in
your own quest for change and challenge?
As hard as it may be, every day set aside
time for you and your own physical and
mental health. You will be a better
teacher, parent and friend when you take
care of yourself. Be it alone, with a friend
or your family, having the knowledge,
skills and confidence to lead a healthy
lifestyle will impact your life forever.

see Numbers on page 5
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Beth Fox Named Education
and Outreach Director
Follow COAHPERD
on Twitter
Denver, Colo. (Jan. 7, 2015) – The National
Sports Center for the Disabled (NSCD) is
pleased to announce that Beth Fox has
been named education and outreach
director. Previously Fox served as the
organization’s operations director. Her new
role includes developing education and
outreach programs for the NSCD with
associations, institutions and groups in the
U.S. and around the world.
“We are excited to have Beth grow our
current education and outreach programs
on a larger scale,” said Becky Zimmermann,
president and CEO of the NSCD. “This new
role will give Beth the opportunity to focus
on the benefits of introducing therapeutic
recreation as a critical component in quality
of life, promote the NSCD’s role in
providing the opportunity and completing
the process as ambassador to facilitate
fulfillment at the highest industry
standards.”
Fox will develop curricula,
resources, and training materials for the
NSCD recreation program staff, volunteers,
and interns who support adaptive
recreation services. In addition she will be
responsible
for
developing
and
implementing safety and risk management
materials.
Throughout her 30 years at the
NSCD, Fox has created education and

training programs for many ski schools and
specialized activities in snow sports and
other
outdoor
recreation
activities
throughout the world for people with
disabilities. She is a Professional Ski
Instructor of America (PSIA) adaptive
examiner, in 2005 she was inducted into
the National Disabled Ski Hall of Fame, and
in 2013 received the Cobb Partnership
Award for collaboration to expand adaptive
sports programs in Iceland.
About NSCD
The National Sports Center for the Disabled
(NSCD) began in 1970 as a one-time ski
lesson for children with amputations for the
Children's Hospital of Denver. Today, the
NSCD is one of the largest outdoor
therapeutic recreation agencies in the
world. Each year, thousands of children and
adults with disabilities take to the ski
slopes, mountain trails and playing fields to
learn more about sports - and
themselves. With specially trained staff
and its own adaptive equipment lab, the
NSCD teaches a variety of winter and
summer sports and activities to individuals
with almost any physical, cognitive,
emotional, or behavioral diagnosis. For
more information about the National
Sports Center for Disabled visit our website
at http://nscd.org or like us on Facebook
for updates about our programs and
athletes.

continued from Traditions on page 5
economic income ranges and often had
difficult family situations, almost all of them
loved the stability and predictability of our
traditional standards being presented in
familiar and predictable units in
class. According to Jasmine, a former
student now in high school, "It wasn't like
you presented the same old activities the
same old way every year. You always had a
fresh approach and some new way to do
my favorite activities like the parachute. I
could always count on "Jump into January"
and starting and ending the year with the
sport stacks. I loved PE and wish my high
school teachers would present physical
activities like you did."
A tradition is the handing down of
statements, beliefs, and information from
generation to generation, especially by
word of mouth or by practice (in our case
through physical activity.) I want to keep
traditions in our physical education classes.
I do feel we can change the form, nature
and content of our classes. We can change
the future by not allowing our values and
traditions to become stagnant through
mindless repetition. We can enable our
students to become vibrant, positive,
physically active members of our
communities if we keep the traditions that
are good and wholesome and use
purposeful change as a part of our
educational system.
Let's keep our traditions and make a
change for the better!
SHAPE Colorado members attended
National Speak Out Day (Feb 10-11) to
advocate for Physical Education before
members of Congress. Attending for
Colorado were: Clayton Elis, Josh Tutje,
Chris Watts, Shannon Loveridge, Nick
Walker, and MacKenzie Mushel.
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Rainy Day Inside Classroom Ideas:
Adventure to Fitness
By Jason Mondragon
Ricks Center for Gifted
Children, University of
Denver
There is not a year that
goes by where classroom
teachers come ask me if I have any idea for
what they can do on those snowy days
where the kids are stuck inside and need to
burn off a little energy. Luckily I know of a
great resource that they can use to get
students moving right inside their

classroom and learning at the same time.
Adventure to Fitness is the perfect resource
for teachers looking to give their students
brain breaks in class or moving during days
they are stuck inside. It is also a powerful
educational resource that takes students on
adventures through common core aligned
videos such as learning about colonial
times, the Mayan civilization, and many
more. The whole idea behind the videos is
that the students never stop moving.
Interval training is used throughout the
movie to have the students walk, jog, run,
jump, duck, and maneuver throughout the

journey in the movie.
Teachers can go to adventuretofitness.com
and begin a free 7 day subscription giving
them access to not only dozens of great
videos but also episode supporting
materials including quizzes, worksheets,
and activities.
Signing up now to get a free 7 day trial to
adventure to fitness at: http://
adventuretofitness.com/subscription-plans

Snowing? What will I do with my
students now?
By Leann Hepburn
SHAPE Colorado
Past-President

Imagine in Colorado, the
beautiful sunrise on a warm
spring day. The birds are singing, the trees
are beginning to burst out into flower.
Here at Laredo Elementary School we head
outside for Physical Education. We run/
walk a few times around the Flat 14er
route and then head over to work on some
soccer skills and a small sided game. It
feels lazy and free. This goes on all day. It
is like a dream…
The following day, BLAMO, 2 inches of
snow on the ground and counting! What?!
There’s no room in the gym for our outside
activities, the 14er route is icy and COLD! It
is time to be creative. Instead we begin our

warm up with students dribbling in and
around each other. All students have their
own ball and walking is the requirement.
The ball can be moves by the inside of the
foot, the side, the bottom or the top, but
not the toe. Gradually everyone begins to
feel more confident. Students may now
run and dribble if they are comfortable,
they may keep walking if not. Anytime the
ball runs away they must stop it with the
bottom of their foot and begin again. The
teachers voice echoes, “pretend your ball is
a marshmallow and you do not want to
squish it!”.

ball”. Next students are sending the ball to
the wall from no more than 4 feet with the
top of their foot. Their toe is pointed down
toward the floor like a ballerina and their
plant foot is next to the ball as they snap
their foot through from the knee. The loud
“smack” of each ball resonates throughout
the gymnasium. Each student dutifully
tries to collect the ball after striking it to
the wall, by using the bottom of their foot,
and gets ready to strike again. Many
students scurry around to retrieve their ball
and dribble it back to their spot to try
again…

Now students pick up their ball and begin
juggling it on their thighs. Each student
drops their ball with two hands from chin
height and returns it to their hands with a
gentle bounce on their thigh. You can hear
the teacher say, “keep each thigh flat like a
table top”, and “if you are feeling good, try
to get two in a row before catching your

Finally, some students begin to set up small
pug goals in tiny 10 by 10 grids so they can
begin some 2 v 2 games. The dull roar of
generally busy work to run and play
ensues. We can just barely remember the
warm sun on our skin from yesterday and
our minds wander to the lovely clouds and
sound of buzzing bees…
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TEACHING IS CHALLENGING
THIS TIME OF THE YEAR
By Elizabeth Miner
2014 Colorado
Teacher of the Year
Teaching is challenging
this time of year as
teachers get ready for state wide tests
and start to realize that there are only 4-5
months left in the school year. These are
added on top of being an effective
teacher, keeping our relationships strong
no matter the discipline problems,
creating engaging lessons, meetings,
grading papers, professional development
etc.… This does not include our lives

outside of teaching. This is the time of
year that teachers need to pay special
attention to ourselves and how the
stresses are affecting us. Signs that the
stress may be getting to you are finding
yourself
withdrawing
from
social
interaction with colleagues, not sleeping
well, a feeling of being overloaded, you
become negative about situations, not
enjoying activities that you normally
would enjoy. 2014 Kansas Teacher of the
Year, Jeff Baxter, compared self-care with
putting on an oxygen mask on a plane -put your mask on first before you help
someone else. Sometimes we forget
about our well being because we are so

SHAPE COLORADO TOP 10
By Leann Hepburn
SHAPE Colorado
Past-President
A Quick Year in Review
Welcome SHAPE Colorado
members to a new year! I
really enjoyed serving as your President. It
was such a busy year!! It was truly my
pleasure to meet so many of you at
convention and around our awesome state.
I thought you might enjoy a list of the top
10 great things we accomplished this past
year for our formerly COAHPERD members
and now SHAPE Colorado members! It is a
seems like such a simple list, however it
took your hardworking board hundreds of
hours to accomplish these things for our
future success!
1. Began sending board members to
our Colorado colleges to talk with
future Physical Educators!

2.

Selected a gorgeous new hotel site
for convention - The Denver
Westminster Marriott!
3. Rewrote our By-Laws and
Operating Codes to bring them up
to 2015 standards
4. Began an exciting online journal 4
times a year and a professionally
peer reviewed journal 2 times per
year!
5. Hired an editor for the journal!
6. Designed a shiny new website and
hired an actual webmaster!
7. Began the 5280 grant program for
our members!
8. Changed
our
name
from
COAHPERD to SHAPE Colorado!
9. New signs for convention check-in
with the new logo!
10. Developed a brand new logo! We
love it!

concerned with everyone else. This is
characteristic of being a teacher and why
we are amazing people doing amazing
things. Make sure you take 30 minutes, if
not more, a day for yourself. That could
be working out with a colleague, reading
a book for pleasure, taking a walk, or
calling a friend. We cannot be effective
teachers if we do not take care of
ourselves. Take a minute and think about
what you are doing for yourself. If
nothing, make that change today, your
students are depending on you to stay
engaged.

Contribute to
Momentum, the
Newsletter of
SHAPE America.
SHAPE America wants to hear from you,
the SHAPE America member. They are
asking for articles, stories, thoughts, activities, lesson plans, helpful tips, photos and
technology trends. They would like to see
examples of effective physical education
in your schools. Let’s show them how
great we are in Colorado. If you are sending photos, please send your hi-res photos
along with captions.
Send
all
content
to
momentum@shapeamerica.org for a chance to be
featured in a future issue of Momentum.
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COLORADO ADAPTED PHYSICAL EDUCATION
NEWS
By Bryan Wickoren
Nationally Certified
Adapted Physical
Educator
At the state level for
Adapted
Physical
Education
the
Colorado Department of Education
Adapted Physical Education Advisory
Council has several projects that it is
working on; Adapted Physical Education
Teaching Licensure passed/implemented
for Colorado educators, (What is the
implication of this?) Adapted Physical
Education Guidelines for Public Schools
(manual), Adapted Physical Education
Fact Sheets, and Adapted Physical
Education Teacher Evaluation Rubric to
be used by school districts when

conducting their evaluations of their
Adapted Physical Educators.
At the National Level for Adapted
Physical Education; recently, the 43rd
National Adapted Physical Education
Conference was held in San Francisco,
California. Additionally, the 39th Annual
Minnesota Developmental Adapted
Physical Education Conference was held
in Annandale, Minnesota.
The
conferences
had
wonderful
presentations.
We as educators in
Colorado must continue to provide
equitable curriculum to those students
with disabilities, focusing on developing
healthy lifestyles for students with
disabilities as we would for non-disabled
students. As Colorado General Physical
Educators and
Adapted
Physical
Educators, we must provide curriculum
and that workings toward the state

physical education standards, and to
provide appropriate accommodations,
modifications, and adaptations so that
the students with disabilities can access
the
general
physical
education
curriculum.

The link below to National Adapted
Physical Education Conference Syllabus
http://napeconference.org/Documents/
NAPEC%202014/2014%20%20NAPEC%
20Syllabus.pdf

The link below to Minnesota DAPE
Conference – Handouts
http://www.mndape.org/
DAPEConferenceHandouts.html

Legislative Update
Education is always a subject of passionate
debate before the General Assembly
because it is the largest single item in the
state General Fund budget and it absorbs
the largest share of property tax revenues
at the local level. In addition, the taxpayers
are also frequently parents of children in
the public schools who have an enormous
investment in their success or failure.
Over the years, the size of the education
lobby has grown which contributes to the
turbulence of the debates about education
policy and funding. This year the education
debate is more complicated than
ever. Some Republicans oppose Common
Core and national tests of any kind because

they
contribute
to
the
federalization of education.

creeping

educators soothing them against their other
irritations.

The Colorado Education Association joins
them in opposing tests because of their tie
to measuring teacher performance. Many
parents are up in arms about testing
because either their children or their
childrens’ teachers have complained that
there is too much time spent on
testing. Education has also become a field
of battle over the issue of parental rights to
raise their children without government
interference of any kind. Complicating
matters is the fact that there isn’t enough
money available in the state General Fund
to provide a balm for the feelings of

The Governor has staked out his position
previously: he will not support attacks on
the fundamental principles of testing
students and using the results to hold
educators
accountable
for
their
performance.The debate over testing
begins soon; it should last for the
remainder of the session.
Bill Tracker:
http://www.coloradocapitolwatch.com/billtracker-votes/0/3101/2015/0/
Submitted by Nexus Policy Group
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Upcoming Conventions

Submission Guidelines
Our next deadline for submission is April 15, 2015!!!
Would you be interested in submitting an article, lesson plan or
story for a future issue of the SHAPE Colorado Journal? If so,
please follow the criteria below:

SHAPE America Convention
Seattle, WA
March 17-21, 2015

The SHAPE Colorado Journal will be published four times per year
in our traditional format. Twice per year (pending enough
submissions), we are going to publish a Scholarly Journal that will
be dedicated to research articles. We will also publish a PreConvention edition with all of the upcoming events and
highlights for the convention in October.
We would like to encourage all of our members, along with any
others that are interested, to submit contributions for other
professionals to review. Articles may be researched based
(proper citations required), be program success stories or be
lesson plans that you would like to share with your colleagues.
Action pictures or diagrams that go along with your article are
always appreciated as well. All articles will be reviewed by a
panel of professionals for their content. Please review your
article for grammatical errors prior to submission.
The average word count for a typical article in between 300-400
words, but should not exceed 1000 words. If you have a longer
article it may be divided between issues of the journal (this does
not apply for research articles that are published in the Scholarly
Journal).

SHAPE Colorado Convention
Church Ranch Marriott
Westminster, CO
October 14-16, 2015

Have a great idea to share with fellow teachers? Submit a
session proposal for the SHAPE Colorado Convention. It is an
easy process! Click below to get started

All
submissions
are
done
online
at:
http://
coahperd.publishpath.com/journal
When submitting, you will be asked to provide the following
information along with uploading your submission:
Author Name
Author Email
Membership Status
Type of Review Requested (peer review or blind review)
Submission Type (Journal, Scholarly, Photo, Lesson Plan)
Title of Article
Position/Title of Author
Head Shot of Author
If you have any questions, please email our editor, Aaron Ford, at
shapecolorado.news@gmail.com
Thank you for considering submitting something to the SHAPE
Colorado Journal!

Visit SHAPE Colorado
on Facebook

